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ABSTRACT 
The assessment procedures utilised in first year Geography modules at the University of Natal 
Durban were critically reviewed. This revealed a rather narrow approach with an emphasis on 
summative assessment, limited feedback and a hidden assessment agenda vvith no student 
involvement. It was recognised that this traditional approach encouraged a surface approach to 
learning. In order to broaden the range of assessment procedures available to the students and to 
improve upon the assessment practice in general , peer and self-assessment exercises were 
incorporated into a first year module (Environmental Geography I) during this study_ It was felt that 
by participating in peer and self-review exercises, students ' self-reflective skills could be developed 
in order to equip them to become life-long learners. The main aim of the study was to integrate 
assessment with learning and to determine whether active involvement in the assessment process 
provided insight into the process and positively influenced students ' motivation, attitude and 
approach to learning. 
The study, which was conducted over a two-year period using an action research approach, 
revolved mainly around an essay test students wrote a few weeks into the module. During tutorials 
prior to the test students were introduced to the skill of essay writing and the concept of criteria by 
which essays could be assessed. After the test, using a criteria sheet and model answer, students 
were expectetl to mark (Le. provide both written feedback as well as a grade) both an essay of an 
anonymous ' peer' as well as their own test essay. The lecturer subsequently marked the test as well 
as the actual assessment done by the students. Quantitative comparisons of student-awarded grades 
and lecturer-awarded grades, as well as a qualitative analysis of student and lecturer feedback 
during the process, and comments from the evaluations, revealed some general trends from both 
iterations: 
• Students showed increased insight into the process of self-assessment with practice. 
• Good students tended to under-estimate, poor students over-estimate grades. 
• Students were critical when marking an anonymous peer. 
• Students tended to be less critical when marking themselves. 
• Students battled with understanding/implementing certain criteria. 
• Students found it hard to separate out content from structure and style in an essay. 
• Students generally saw credit and value in the process of self-assessment. 
• Students were generally positive about the process of self-assessment 
• Students were re ly-ctant to engage in the process of self-assessment on a more regular basis 
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• Students felt the feedback comments from the lecturer on the self-assessment were the most 
valuable learning exercise. 
A large part of the success of the study was that, through integrating assessment in the learning 
process, students were able to be more critical of their own work. This in turn should pave the way 
for them being able to work in more self-reflective and independent ways in the future. 
Furthermore, the study served to open up dialogue with students with respect to our teaching and 
their learning. By participating in the peer and self-review process they became more aware of the 
"hidden" aspects of the curriculum. Students appear to have acquired an awareness of the value of 
criteria in assessment and were able to apply them to some degree in their own context. In general, 
students felt they had a beneficial experience in peer and self-assessment. 
The study highlighted a number of issues that need addressing. Firstly, there was a large gap 
between lecturer expectations in a written answer and what the students felt was acceptable. In 
particular, students had problems with being able to discriminate and internalise certain criteria such 
as <relevance ofinfonnation' and in general resorted to what has been tenned the 'shotgun ' 
approach when providing answers. It is recognised that interpretation of such gaps in understanding 
have social, cultural and political contexts. Secondly. the actual awarding of grades was an 
int imidating process for many students and should be done in a less threatening way in the future . 
ThirdiYl from a personal point of view, it is recognised that it requires not only a high level of 
critical reflection but also active engagement and discipline to make necessary changes in an action 
research process. 
A conceptual framework in which traditional and educational fonns of assessment are represented 
as two extremes of a continuum of student-lecturer involvement, is presented. This helps to locate 
the present study and provides direction for future assessment studies in which student learning is 
the central focus. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background to the study 
Assessment procedures can take many forms and have many purposes. Traditionally, assessment in 
education has had a summative, accreditation function, which essentially judges the extent to which 
certain skills and knowledge have been mastered (Cox, 1996). The academic merit of this approach 
to assessment has been constantly questioned and in recent years there has been a general, world-
wide shift in education practice, due to both external and internal pressures, towards integrating 
assessment with learning. There is thus a move away from the traditional, summative approach to 
assessment to one that tends to be mOTe formative with an emphasis on integrating assessment with 
learning, which as a result has greater educational value. It was in this context that the assessment 
procedures utilised in first year Geography modules in the School of Life and Envirorunental 
Sciences, Natal University (Durban), were critically reviewed by the author in an assignment for an 
MEd (Higher Education) degree (Ellery, 2000). The following is a brief analysis from this 
assignment. 
There are essentially four fonns of assessment in all the first year Geography modules. These 
consist of weekly assignments completed during practicals and tutorials, written tests, a large essay 
or report assignment and the final exam. For the tutorials and practicals the students usually hand 
in a wrinen document that is marked by a post-graduate student and returned the following week. 
Although this can be an effective means of providing feedback to students, two issues were raised 
in this regard. Firstly. the level of competence of the post-graduate played an important role in 
terms of effectiveness of the feedback the students received. Secondly, the topics covered, 
particularly in each tutorial , could be more supportive of student learning. It is recognised that the 
opportunities for teaching skills (such as writing skills, presenting data e/c) are enormous in this 
context and could be better used to facilitate student learning. Teaching content can be used as a 
vehicle for teaching process as well. 
Despite much time and effort being spent on the tutorials and practicais, they only represent a small 
proportion of the class mark. In contrast. the written tests count a great deal , representing a bias 
towards summative assessment, as well as a bias towards content. Usually two or three tests are 
scheduled for each semester-long module, with the intention of providing students with feedback 
from which they could learn. However, except for perhaps the first test, the lecturer concerned 
often does not return the tests until the end of the semester. As a result most students do not view 
their scripts again and the notion of students learning from their assessment is negated. 
The other fairly important contributor towards the class mark is a large essay or report assignment. 
The students are provided with a booklet containing sections on academic writing (reports and 
essays) which they are expected to consult. The poor standard of essays indicates this is in fact an 
ineffective way of imparting information. Furthermore, the criteria upon which they will be 
assessed are not specified. Since the assignments are usually handed in close to the end of term, 
they are again used for summative purposes rather than for formative feedback and the lecturers' 
feedback comments are usually of a very general nature. As a result the students learn Iinle about 
the process (essay or report writing) by doing these assignments. 
From the above brief analysis of the assessment procedures in the first year Geography modules, a 
number of problem-areas have been highlighted: 
a) Since tutorial s are the one area in which feedback occurs throughout the module, they could be 
used more effectively for learning to learn (learning of skills). 
b) Feedback from tests and assignments needs to be morc thorough, as well as timeously 
Implemented. for effective student learning. 
C) The assessment agenda is not transparent to the students (for example students are unaware of 
assessment criteria). 
d ) Students are not involved in the assessment process at all . 
e) Despite a number of ditferent assessment procedures being implemented, the range of 
competenCies being assessed is rather narrow. 
\) There is a need to integrate assessment in the learning process. Ln other words it needs to be 
used as a learning strategy in itself. 
It ,\'as within this context that the current study was implemented. In order to broaden the range of 
assessment procedures available to students and to improve upon the assessment practice in general. 
peer and self-assessment exercises were incorporated into a first year Geography module 
(Environmental GeOb'Taphy I). The main purpose of the study was not for accreditation, but to 
incorporate assessment better into the learning process and provide meaningful and effective 
feedback to ensure learning does in fact take place more effectively. In other words it was a 
fonnative rather than a summative exercise for the students. 
Numerous studies have indicated that peer and self-review as part of formative assessment can be 
extreme ly usefu l in assisting students to develop their own self-reflective skills and hence become 
more self-reliant with respect to their own academic development. and thus more empowered 
(Orsmond e l al .. 2000, 1996; Falchikov, 1995; Boud. 1989; Boud & Falchikov, 1989). This is 
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largely because peer and self-assessment provide lecturers with the opportunity to a) outline clearly 
student learning outcomes and assessment criteria, b) open up dialogue with students, and c) 
encourage students to think about the process of assessment rather than simply the product 
(Orsmond el al .. 2000). This approach encourages students and gives them the confidence to be 
more flexible and prepared to take responsibility for their own learning and their own continual 
personal and professional development. Ln other words it equips them to become life-long learners 
(Dochy el al. , 1999) - an ethos prevalent in the present educational setting in South Africa. Peer 
and self-assessment therefore shifts the emphasis away from content learning to an approach in 
which students are learning to learn. 
Since Geography depends largely on writing as a method of assessment, the skill of writing is 
required of all students. However, writing is not aClively taught in the Geography Division, but 
students are given many written assignments based on the assumption that with practice they will 
automatically improve. This is only partially true. It has been shown that the learning process can 
be greatly facilitated by actively teaching skills and hy providing more continuous feedback (Cox, 
1996). This study attempts to address thjs through a number of different interventions by: 
(a) incorporating the teaching of essay writing skills into the tutorials, 
Cb) opening up dialogue with students with respect to assessment and assessment criteria, in 
particular essay assessment criteria, 
(c) using peer and self-assessment of essay writing as a form of feedback as well as a means of 
engendering a self-critical approach to their own learning to encourage independent learning. 
1.2 Purpose of the study 
Thjs study was instituted to better integrate assessment into the learning process. By involving 
students more fully in, and providing them with more insight into, the assessment process, they 
should develop a better understanding of the assessment process, which would in turn impact 
positively on their own learning. Personal observation had indicated that students ' expectations of 
grades did not match reality, which led to frustration and lack of credibility of the lecturer from the 
students' perspective. Lt was felt that a contributing factor to this mis-match of expectations and 
reality was a lack of explicitly stated criteria upon which students are regularly assessed as well as a 
general lack of understanding of the assessment procedure. This dissertation describes a peer and 
self-assessment exercise in a first year module that tries to address these problems. It was centred 
around a class test that was written early on in the semester. The study was conducted over a two 
year period, with lessons learnt from the first iteration feeding into the process and improving upon 
the teaching and learning interactions in the second. 
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The main focus of the study was therefore to integrate assessment with learning and to determine 
whether active involvement in the assessment process provided insight into the process and thereby 
positively influenced students ' motivation, attitude and approach to learning. 
The key questions addressed in this study were as follows: 
1. Did involvement in peer and self-assessment assist in moderating student expectations of 
grades? 
2. How, and in what way. did student assessment grades compare with those of the lecturer? 
3. Did a breakdown of criteria assist in the peer and self-assessment process? 
4. Did involvement in peer and self-assessment affect motivation. attitudes and approach to 
learning? 
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2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: ASSESSMENT IN EDUCA nON 
2.1 What is assessment? 
The practice of assessment has long been firmly rooted in the positivist and reductionist paradi~ 
in which assessment was viewed as an authoritarian, objective, context-free process which assumed 
intelligence as a fixed, measurable entity (Lunt, 1993), A shift in thinking in the last forty years or 
so has offered alternative approaches to teaching and learning, and assessment in this context tends 
to be a more subjective, context-laden process based on human interactions and judgements which 
assumes knowledge is constructed. It is from this critical theory paradigm that I have chosen to 
define assessment, using the human-centred description by Rowntree (1987: p4): 
' Assessment in education can be thought of as occurring whenever one person, in 
some kind of interaction, direct or indirect, with another, is conscious of obtaining 
and interpreting infonnation about the knowledge and understanding, or abilities 
and attitudes of that other person. To some extent or other it is an attempt to know 
that person. In this light, assessment can be seen as human encounter ' 
This definition emphasises the intimacy, subjectivity and professional judgement involved in 
assessment (Luckett & Sutherland, 2000), and is discussed in more detail later in this review. But · 
first, the issue of the influence the assessment process has on the way students learn requires 
examination. 
2.2 Influence of assessment on learning 
The way students learn has been the focus of research for some time. Three different approaches to 
learning that have been identified and widely accepted in the educational literature are that of deep, 
shallow or surface and strategic approaches to learning (Ramsden, 1992; Entwist le, 1983; Entwistle 
& Ramsden,1983), A student adopting a deep approach to learning tends to be intrinsically 
motivated to learn more about the subject. This usually entails discussion, reading and reflection, 
resulting in a broad understanding of the subject. Learning involves meaning and understanding, 
and it is the learner who constructs the knowledge rather than the educator. ]n contrast, a surface 
approach to learning occurs when a student is extrinsically motivated to learn - usually to pass a 
particular test or course. Students thus focus on selected details of content and seldom develop a 
broad, holistic understanding of the subject. The educator is viewed as the transmitter, and the 
learner as the receiver, of knowledge. The third approach described is that of the strategic learner. 
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Here the main motivation is achievement of high grades, and revolves around optimising effort and 
time to achieve this end. This approach can involve both deep and surface approaches to learning. 
There are many factors that influence the way students learn, such as previous knowledge and 
experience, types and levels of motivation, student interests, intellectual skills, levels of anxiety and 
expectations about what is to be learned (Entwistle. 1983). However. it is well recognised that 
assessment is a critical component of teaching and influences the type of learning that takes place 
(Ramsden, 1992). In fact, it has been argued that assessment is the single most influential factor on 
student learning (Falchikov. 1995). A surface approach to learning is encouraged by assessment 
procedures that require recall of a great detail of content and focus on the final product of learning 
rather than on the process. In contrast, a deep approach to learning is encouraged by assessment 
procedures which engender long. active engagement of tasks (Ramsden. 1992). In a recent paper 
Gibbs ( 1999) makes the suggestion that one uses assessment strategically to change the way 
students learn. He indicates that even subtle changes to the assessment method or to the assessment 
task can produce fundamental changes to the quantity and nature of student effort and learning 
style. Boud (1995a) extends this idea by highlighting the importance of the students inlerpreration 
of the task at hand. He states that not only the assessment process influences the students actions, 
but these can also be influenced by the context of the subject and by the total educational 
experience of the student. 
Therefore, despite assessment procedures often being carried out for accreditation, predictive and 
diagnostic purposes as well as for quality assurance (Luckett & Sutherland. 2000). it was in the 
context of assessment influencing (he way students learn, that this study was initiated. The next 
section (2.2.1) details how ' traditional' forms of assessment, well entrenched in institutions of 
higher learning. encourage a surface approach to learning. The following section (2.2.2) examines 
how, by integrating assessment in the learning process (tenned ' educational assessment'), a deeper 
approach to learning is engendered. This study is discussed in the light of educational assessment 
(section 2.2.3). 
2.2.1 Traditional assessment and its influence on learning 
Traditional types of assessment, usually in the form of formal tests and exams, tend to be 
summative and mainly for accreditation purposes. The focus is on content and the final product of 
learning. The criteria in traditional assessment tend to be implicit and marking as a result is norm-
referenced. The basic assumption in traditional assessment is that intelligenc~ is a fixed, objectively 
measured entity and that testing should be context-free (Jacob et al., 1999). This is based on the 
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behaviourist education theories which assume that behaviour can be accurately pre-determined and 
brought about in others in a rational , straight-forward way, and that this behaviour is often a 
summation of individual experiences (Zuber-Skerrin, 1992). Furthennore, the learner is assumed to 
be a passive receiver of knowledge and the educator is the knowledge expert with the necessary 
skills and techniques to transfer this knowledge to the learners. The assessment process usually 
follows from a transmission mode of teaching. 
Some of the problems associated with traditional forms of assessment are outlined below. Although 
they have been presented as separate issues, they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
I. Since there are no transparent criteria by which students are assessed, the process appears, from 
the students' perspective, to be shrouded in secrecy. This can lead to high levels of anxiety 
(Jacob el al., 1999). 
2. With an emphasis on exams and tests, only a limited range of competencies can be assessed. 
The emphasis is on memory and lower order skills which encourages rote learning (Jacob et al., 
1999). 
3. Students tend to focus on what will be assessed at the expense of gaining broader understanding 
of the topic (Elton & Laurillard, 1978). 
4. Good grades do not necessarily mean that students have understood the key concepts 
(Dahlgreen, 1984). 
5. Little or no feedback is provided to students (Lund, 1995) 
6. Assessment is not usually linked to the intended learning outcomes, which undermines the 
learning process (Lund, 1995). 
7. With staff being in control of the aims, objectives, tasks, criteria and outcomes of the 
assessment, this discourages students from becoming autonomous learners who can take 
responsibility for their own learning (Boud, 1990). 
8. Since the nature of the assessment task influences the approach to learning (Ramsden 1988), 
traditional foons of assessment encourage a passive, surface approach to learning. 
2.2.2 Educational assessment and its influence on learning 
As stated in the Introduction, there has been a general shift away from traditional assessment 
towards integrating assessment with learning. This trend is being mirrored in the South African 
context with the transformation of education in general and of higher education in particular. With 
the implementation of the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) Act of October 1995 and 
the White Paper on Higher Education in 1997, assessment is shifting towards an approach that has 
greater educational value. henceforth referred to as educational assessment. 
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Educational assessment procedures can be both summative and fonnative. They tend to integrate 
knowledge, skills and values and the process ofJeaming is considered to have the same value as the 
product (Lunt, 1993). Assessment criteria. which link directly with course objectives, are clearly 
stated and shared with the learners (Gipps, 1994). Feedback to learners is also a key factor in the 
assessment process (Falchikov, 1995; Gipps, 1994). These educational assessment procedures are 
based on constructivist educational theories which view learning, unlike in the behaviourist 
theOries, as a holistic, whole-person process. The assumption, therefore. is that assessment is based 
on human interaction and judgement and that assessing achievement is not an exact science (Gipps, 
1994). It is also assumed that intelligence is culturally and contextually dependent (Jacob el al., 
1999). 
With ed ucational assessment, many of the problems associated with traditional assessment fall 
away. 
I. Integration of assessment in the learning process usually encourages students to think and 
results in their adopting a more active, deep approach to their learning (Gipps, 1994 ~ Jacob et 
ul .. 1999) 
2. With clearly stated, shared criteria the process is far more transparent and thus less stressful for 
students (Jacob el al., 1999). 
3. A broader range of approaches allows for a much fairer assessment as students are not 
disadvantaged by a si ngle type of assessment (Lund, 1995). The inclusion of a variety of 
assessments also allows for more contextualised and hence more meaningful learning situations 
(G ipps, 1994). 
4. Si nce educational assessment operates outside the 'single right answer' paradigm, knowledge is 
more often constructed, through self-analysis and learner autonomy. The resultant flexibility is 
a moti vati ng factor for students (Jacob et al .. 1999 ). 
2.2.3 Assessment in this study 
For many years the main goal of higher education has been to make students knowledgeable within 
a certai n domain (Dochy et al .. 1999). As a result, the emphasis on teaching, learning and 
assessment has followed similar lines and focussed on content. The main goal in higher education 
however, is moving towards supporting students to develop into 'self-reflective practitioners ' 
(Schbn, 1987), . independent learners and critical thinkers' (Boud, 1986) and ' self-determining 
individuals' (Heron, 1988), Some authors have expressed concern that traditional fonns of 
assessment are not consistent with these goals (Boud, 1989; Heron, 1988). An evaluation of 
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assessment methods in the Geography Department (University of Natal) indicated such an 
inconsistency between the goals of the curriculum and the assessment methodology applied (Ellery, 
2000). The emphasis on content, product and specific outcomes, with little concern for the process 
of learning, was indicative of a narrow approach to education. As such, the approach in this study 
was to institute educational assessment where it is viewed as an integral part of the learning 
process. By using this approach students are encouraged to develop skills of learning how to learn, 
how to monitor their own work and how to make judgements about the worth of their achievements 
(Boud, 1990). The transformative nature of this study indicates a shift towards the critical theory 
paradigm with regards to teaching and learning. This change in approach, and rationale for such a 
change, are eloquently described by Heron (1988 : p57-58): 
' Unilateral control and assessment of students by staff means that the process of 
education is at odds with the objective of that process. I believe the objective of the 
process is the emergence of an educated person: that is a person who is self-
determining - who can set his (sic) own learning objectives, devise a rational 
programme to obtain them. set criteria of excellence by which to assess the work he 
produces, and assess his own work in the light of these criteria - indeed all that we 
attribute to and hope from the ideal academic himself. But the traditionaJ 
educational process does not prepare the student to acquire any of these self-
determining competencies. In each respect, the staff do it for or to the students. An 
educational process that is so determined by others cannot seriously intend to have as 
its outcome a person who is truly self-determining.' 
2.3 Methods used in educational assessment 
With assessment becoming an integral part of the teaching-learning process, the nature and form of 
assessment must represent a departure from the traditional , summative mode of assessment. 1n this 
regard records of achievement, portfolios, peer and self-assessment, projects, group work, different 
presentational fonnats (other than essays - such as orals, posters etc), learning logs, diaries, 
reflective journals, observation of demonstration of a skill, problem-based approach and continual 
feedback are all methods that can be integrated at some point or another into a curriculum. 
Each assessment procedure has its own merits, and in implementing a particular procedure the 
educator is promoting a panicular learning style (Gibbs, 1999). Two educational assessment 
procedures that have received much attention recently are those of peer and self-assessment. Since 
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these are the methods that were introduced into the teaching program in this study. they have been 
discussed in detail in the following sections. 
2.3.1 Self-assessment 
Boud & FaJchikov (1989) state that self-assessment refers to involvement of learners in making 
judgements about their own learning, particularly about their achievements and the outcomes of 
their learning. In a slightly later work, Boud (1991) extends this definition by stating that in self-
assessment students need to be able to identify cri ten a or standards students themselves, and make 
judgements on the extent to which they have met these criteria. This emphasises two stages in the 
process: that of identification of criteria and the making of judgements based on them. Students 
used to traditional assessment will not have been involved in either of these stages. 
In a later work Boud (1995b) extends the concept of self-assessment even further. He argues that 
self-assessment may be viewed either as aformaltask which is established by the educator, or as an 
informal process which good learners undertake all the time. Since the ability to critically assess 
one' s own work is a goal of higher education, the introduction of formal self-assessment tasks 
should assist students developing the self-assessment skills in less formal situations. In the latter, 
students do not necessarily engage with a set of criteria or standards, but perhaps use an approach of 
reflective questioning. This is referred to as !eflective evaluation by Somervell (1993). This 
approach tends to be more exploratory, may occur at any stage in the learning process and may not 
lead to any particular, expressible outcome (Brew, 1999). The relationship between reflection and 
self-assessment is well recognised (Boud, 1992; Boud & Knight, 1994; Sobral, 1997) and is 
discussed in more detail later. 
The use of self-assessment tasks is mostly for formative purposes in order to encourage reflection 
on one's own learning processestnochy et al., 1999). This is a significant move away from the 
traditional purpose of assessment where the learning of content i emphasised. The difficulty of 
such a shift is discussed in section 2.4.l. 
2.3.2 Peer assessment 
Peer assessment is a process in which students make judgements or rate each other' s work, often 
based on an identified set of criteria (Boud, 1995). Peer-assessment can take a number of forms as it 
may involve individual s commenting on the work of other individuals or groups, or it may involve 
groups commenting on the work of individuals or groups (Brew, 1999). The term is used to 
describe both the process of peer marking or grading, as well as peer feedback . 
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In this study peer assessment was used in a slightly different context compared with most other 
studies. Firstly. it was not seen as an end in itself, but rather as a single step in the process which 
enabled students to participate more fully in the self-assessment activities. This concurs with the 
idea ofBoud' s (1991) that peer assessment is part of the self-assessment process as it serves to 
inform self-assessment. Secondly. since peer assessment in this study was the marking of an essay 
written by an anonymous student from the previous year, the ' peer' was not known to the students 
nor present during the assessment process. This is most unusual in peer assessment. The issues of 
. validity, fairness, effect of the process and accuracy of outcomes associated with havmg a known 
peer present during assessment therefore do not apply in this study. It is for this reason that the role 
of self- and peer assessment in the learning process are viewed together later (section 2.3.4) rather 
than as separate entities. 
2.3.3 Colla borative assessment 
The tenn collaborative refers to the participation of educators and learners in the assessment process 
in terms of determining ~1I be assessed, h~~'it will be assessed and by whom (Dochy et al. , 
1999). Whereas some authors (eg. Boyd & Cowan, 1985) reject the concept of a 'continuum of 
shared responsibility is assessment' , due to the positive effects of students having to make decisions 
on their own, others such as Boud (1990: p I 10) feel that ' self-assessment in isolation is probably 
not a fruitful path to follow, but when moderated and used as an element of collaborative 
assessment its potential is great '._ This statement is based on the assumption that students need 
guidance in the early stages of self-assessment, particularly for those that are used to a restrictive 
system in which the educator has control over the entire assessment process. Stefani (1998) also 
presents a compelling argument for educators to work ' in partnership' with learners, particularly in 
the context of assessment to enhance learning. In thi s regard Loacker & Jensen (1988) emphasise 
the need for feedback from the lecturer as a critical component of the student learning process. 
It should be noted that in many instances, what has been referred to as self- or peer assessment in 
the literature, is in fact a form of collaborative assessment. 
2.3.4 Role ofself-, peer and collaborative assessment in the learning process 
Nwnerous studies have indicated that peer, self- and collaborative review as part of formative 
assessment can improve the quality of learning in a number of different ways. Although they have 
been separated out here for ease of description, many of the effects indicated below are interrelated. 
!eer, self- and collaborative assessment are useful as there is generally: 
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I. Increased ability in self-reflective skills in tenns of behaviour and performance (Orsmond et al .. 
2000, 1996; Falchikov, 1995; Boud 1989; Boud & Falchikov 1989). 
2. Increased responsibility for learning and self-reliance with respect to their own academic 
development (Orsmond el al., 2000, 1996; Falchikov, 1995; Loacker & Jensen, 1988). 
3. Increased awareness of the quality of the their own work (McNamara & Dean, 1995). 
4. An increase in confidence in the ability to perform (Cutler & Price, 1995). 
5. Increased awareness in the process rather than the product (Orsmond et al., 2000). 
6. An increase in student satisfaction (Boud, 1995). 
7. Improved motivation (Ramsden, 1988). 
8. Improved student performance in assessment in general (Orsmond et al. , 1996; Loacker & 
Jensen, 1988). 
9. Improved personal and interpersonal skills (Falchikov, 1986). 
10. An opportunity to open up dialogue with the students (Stefani, 1998). 
For many years the main aim of higher education was to make students knowledgeable within a 
cenain domain (Dochy et al., 1999). As a result of pressure from market forces without, as well as 
a desire to improve the learning experience from within higher education, this aim has now shifted 
towards students becoming ' reflective practitioners' ~ho are able to reflect critically upon their own 
professional practice (Schon, 1987). Students entering the market place need to be able to analyse 
and interpret infonnation, solve problems, communicate effectively and to reflect in a constructive 
manner. As part of their higher education, involvement in peer and self-assessment should 
contribute to the development of responsible, independent. self-reflective citizens. 
2.4 Implications of peer, self- and collaborative assessment for practice 
2.4.1 Difficulty of introducing tbe process into practice 
It is recognised that the introduction of peer, self- and collaborative assessment as part ofa course is 
not always easy. It is important that the purpose and the procedure to be used are clearly stated. , -
These assessment processes are usually unfamiliar to students who are used to the more traditional 
forms of assessment, and they thus give rise to anxiety and resistance (Woods et al., 1988 ). 
Students must be willing to become aware of, and reflect on, their own learning processes and to 
take charge of their own learning and development. Woods et al. (1988) suggest various incentives 
to motivate students that might include an appeal to.curiosity about their own gevelopment; the 
need to see skills such as thinking and problem solving as valuable, especially later in life in the 
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work place; as part ofthe£.ourse requirement and for awarding marks. The latter leads on to the 
issue in the following section, of whether grades and grading should be incorporated into the 
process. 
2.4.2 Use of student-derived grades 
It has been shown in many studies that peer and self-assessment as part of fonnative assessment 
helps students develo~ skills of reflection as well as responsibility for their own learning. However. 
the issue of awarding grades in a swnmative fashion is more contentious. Boud (1989) makes the 
point that if student generated grades are to be used officially it is necessary to show that students 
produce marks that are similar to those of the lecturer. The oft-repeated concern is that students 
will be over-generous to themselves or their peers (Boud, 1991). although mixed results have been 
reported. For example, Kaimann (1974) indicates a trend of over-marking in strong students and 
Boud (1989) a trend of over-marking in weaker students. Stefani (1994) in a study on reliability of 
student grades indi cates that within the context of a_ clearly defined and carefully monitored 
assignment students do have a realistic perception of their own abi litit:s and can make;;: rational 
judgements on the worth of their peers. Similar reliability (within 10% of tutor assessment grades) 
was achieved in a study on peer assessment by Orsmond et al. (1996). Having said this, it is 
important to remember that differences do exist between different assessors. even between those 
that are considered to have some experience such as lecturers (Rowntree, 1987). 
There is also the perception that students cannot be objective about their own work, particularly if , 
they do not have the training or ski lls (Woods e( al., 1988). However, the possibility of students not 
participating fully if the marks do not count. is a real one. Boud (1989) indicates a need to have a 
balance between a restrictive system of no student involvement, and a completely open one which is 
open to abuse. This can be achieved through collaborative assessment. 
Collaborative assessment has been shown to be effective for summative assessment, giving accurate 
results (Stefani, 1998; Falchikov, 1986). This type of assessment can take various forms, but the 
most common appears to the weighting of grades arrived at by different participants in the process. 
The actual weightings are usually subject to negotiation. Although involvement of the lecturer may 
negate some of the value of developing reflective skills, this will in part be outweighed by the 
positive element of the process having more credibility with the institution and with students, 
especially those with little confidence in their own abilities. 
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Boud ( 1989: p27), quoted verbatim here. provides a very useful summary of situations in which 
student-derived marks may be legitimate. This occurs when (some are mutually exclusive): 
1. There is a high trust, high integrity learning environment~ 
2. Students are rewarded for high integrity marking; 
3. Marks are moderated by staff so that deviations from staff marks need to be justified; 
4. Blind peer marking is used as a check; 
5. Random staff marking is used as a check; 
6. A major goal is the achievement of effective self-assessment and students have had ample 
opportunity to practice and develop their skill s; 
7. The criteria against which achievement is to be judged have been sufficiently un-ambiguously 
defined for there to be little scope for mi sinterpretation of grade boundaries; 
8. Effort is explicitly excluded as a criterion. 
2.4.3 Reliability and validity of approach 
When introducing a new type of assessment procedure into a curriculum. issues needing 
consideration are the reliability and validity of the procedures. Reliabillty can be described as the 
degree of consistency between measures of the same thing (Cohen et al., 2000). As has been shown 
in the previous section, although reliability in peer and self-assessment is not necessarily a given, 
strategies can be implemented to improve it. The extent to which student-generated grades are used, 
however, would depend on the objective of the exercise. In many studies, the real value of peer and 
self-assessment may not necessarily be in the recording of grades, but rather in the experience 
students gain with regards to becoming more autonomous learners, as is the case in this study. 
The tenn val idil)' is used to describe the extent to which an assessment procedure assesses what is 
intended to assess (Cohen et al., 2000). For a test to be valid, the grades must be reliable, but 
reliability is not necessari ly sufficient to claim validity. 
There are two types of validity that are of concern here. Content validity refers to when assessment 
refl ects the content and balance of what has been taught and construct validity refers to the extent 
the assessment procedure tests what it sets out to test and not something else (Curry, 1986). 
Traditional fonns of assessment, which emphasise memorisation, are often favoured as they can 
demonstrate fairly high content validity. Furthermore, traditional testing procedures may achieve 
const ruct validity. but usually only with respect to lower order skills such as recall of factual 
infonnation. They are usually weak in construct validity with respect to higher order skills such as 
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skills of analysis and synthesis and in the affective domain such as motivation, feeling, initiative, 
and social and moral values (Curry, 1986). 
By using assessment criteria that closely match the learning objectives of the course, construct 
validity can be improved (Benelt, 1993). Therefore peer and self-assessment procedures, which 
necessitate the writing and sharing of assessment criteria with the students, can have good construct 
validity, especially ifhigher order skills and affective areas are considered. Furthennore, by 
increasing the range of assessment procedures the students are exposed to, through the introduction 
of peer and self-assessment, content validity may also be increased (Benelt, 1993). 
2.4.4 Use of criteria 
The use of assessment criteria in any teaching situation is important for directing student learning 
(Loacker & Jensen, 1988). Instead of passively receiving instructions from the educator, students 
can develop an understanding of the process and as a result take responsibility for their own 
learning by identifying and applying criteria to assess their own performance. They learn ID learn 
which is very empowering. 
The aspect of criteria has received much attention in the literature. Boud & Falchikov (1989) 
indicated that, provided the criteria are discussed and agreed in advance, there is usually good 
comparison between student and lecturer grade. However, despite achieving fairly reliable grades, 
Orsmond el al. (1996) in their study also revealed that students have different understanding of 
individual criteria compared with that of the lecturer - despite prior lengthy discussion with the 
students. Students produced comparable grades on criteria relating to lower order skills such as 
'clear purpose' and self-explanatory', but criteria relating to higher order skills such as 'clear and 
justified conclusion' and ' helpful level of detail' resulted in more variation -
In a follow-up to the 1996 study, Orsmond el al. (2000) examined the aspect of student-generated 
criteria. Interestingly, the study showed this did not necessarily enhance agreement between 
student and lecturer grades compared with when they were provided with lecturer-generated 
criteria. The explanation put forward is that perhaps students develop 'ownership' - related to the 
'meaning' and 'worth ' of the criteria in tenns of marks awarded. In other words the students are the 
arbiters of the quality of the criteria expressed (Orsmond el al .. 2000). In contrast to the above-
mentioned study. another study focusing specifically on collaboratively generated criteria (Stamon, 
1978) showed 80% agreement between student and lecturer grades. 
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Analysis of the different studies focussing specifically on the use of criteria in peer, se lf- and 
collaborative assessment show conflicting results. However, a couple of generalisations may be 
made: 
• Student generated criteria tend to emphasise lower~order skills (relating to style, structure, 
layout, readability, clearly written, well presented) and not on higher order skills (eg. 
quality of thinking, theoretical understanding, ability to synthesise) (Penny & Grover, 
1996). 
• Terms and phrases may not necessarily have the same meaning to students and lecturers. 
• Students have a less well developed 'sense' of criteria and how to judge work based on 
them (Boud, 1989) 
The issue of guidance and support in the assessment process Gibbs (1999) and the influence of 
social, cultural and political diversity in interpretation (Stefani, 1998), is emphasised 
2.4.5 Time-saver'! 
As with any other skill , students need practice~d trainingl n order to develop the ability to assess 
their own and others pe~ormance reliably (Woods el aI., 19&&). This requires~ However, with 
decreasing resources and increased diversity in terms of students ' abilities, no easy solutions are 
available. The process of peer and self-assessment should therefore not be viewed as a means of 
relieving lecturer load in the short term. However, it should ultimately feed back in a positive way 
to the teaching practice as students become progressively more competent and confident as they 
develop more autonomy in their learning. 
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Action researcb - introduction 
Since the researcher wished to improve her own teaching practice as well as monitor the process of 
student learning, engagement in an action research approach was considered appropriate for this 
study. Action research has been used for many years in industrial , health and community work 
senings where an understanding of complex social situations was required in order to improve the 
quality of life (Riding et al. , 2001). Kurt Lewin, who coined the phrase ' action research ', used the 
methodology in his work with people affected by post-war social problems (Lewin, 1948). In the 
late 1960's and early 1970's action research was brought into the educational setting. with teachers 
taking on the role of researchers, particularly in the secondary education sector (Riding el al .• 
200 I). Proponents of action research argued that traditional educational research had failed to 
impact significantly on educational practice (Robson, 1993; Zuber-Skerritt, 1992) and that an 
effective way of promoting change was through practitioner involvement in the research process. 
In other words, action research was used as an appropriate and effective means to integrate 
educational research and teaching practice. 
Although it is recognised that action research is a methodology employed by many types of 
practitioners, the rest of the discussion will refer to action research in the educational context. 
3.2 What is action research? 
Action research is described by Hopkins (1985: p32) as an informal, qualitative, formative , 
subjective, interpretive, reflective and experiential model of inquiry in which all individuals 
involved in the study are knowing and contributing participants. Action research thus provides a 
framework for qualitative investigations by educators and researchers in the complex classroom or 
lecture room situation, which has been referred to as the messy ' swampy lowlands' by Schon 
(1983). 
Some of the more widely accepted definitions of action research include the following: 
'Action research is critical collaborative enquiry by reflective practitioners who are 
accountable in making the results of their enquiry public, self-evaluative in their 
practice, and engaged in participative problem-solving and continuing professional 
development' (Zuber-Skerritt, 1982: piS). 
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• [Action research] ... . is the systematic study of attempts to improve educational 
practice by groups of participants by means of their own practical actions and by 
means of their own reflection upon the effects of those actions' (Ebbun, 1985: 
pI56). 
' Action research is a form of self-reflective enquiry by participants in social 
Situations, undenaken in order to improve understanding of these practices in 
context, with a view to maximising social justice' (Carr & Kemmis, 1986: pI62). 
The themes that run through these and other definitions are those of action. reflection particIpation 
and improvement. However, the ultimate aim of action research is not always the same, and 
therefore needs to be articulated. For many (eg. Lewin, 1948; Carr & Kemmis, 1986; Zuber-
Skerritt, 1996) the purpose of action research is to improve equality and ' maximise social justice'. 
This places these authors, and many others, in the critical paradigm, where action research is 
considered emancipatory and is part of the broader agenda of changing society as well as practices 
within education (Cohen et al. , 2000). For others, action research is implemented to bring about 
practical improvement and innovation (Zuber-Skenin, 1992 ~ Ebbutt, 1985) and for the professional 
development of educators (Winter, 1996; Zuber-Skerrin, 1992). The approach of these authors is 
located better within the interpretivist paradigm in which the aim is some practical improvement. 
In contrast to the emancipatory and practical interests, action research may also be implemented to 
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of educational practice, in which case it can be termed 
lechnical action research and is located within the positivist paradigm as defined by Cohen et al. 
(2000). Carr & Kemmis (1986) feel technical action research is the least powerful and 
emancipatory action research is the ideal. In contrast Zuber-Skerrit (1992) views the three types of 
action research as developmental stages, with a technical interest often being the starting point, with 
a gradual progression to higher levels. 
Regardless of the ultimate purpose, the concept of reflexivity is central to action research. 
Whereas technical action research can be regarded as similar to Schon' s (1987) reflection-in-
action, practical action research can be likened to reflection-on-action and emancipatory action 
research is based upon critical reflection resulting in a change in the system itself. Furthermore, 
regardless of philosophical orientation, this reflective practice is infonned by and informs theory, 
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coined by the term of ' praxis' (Cohen e1 01. , 2000). This distinguishes action research from the 
everyday reflection of the educator on the teaching process. 
In light of the above comments it can be seen that action research is designed to bridge the gap 
between educational research and teaching practice (Zuber-Skerrit, 1992). In fact, Bhanacharya et 
al. (2000) place action research on a continuum of educational enquiry. ranging fromJeedback at 
one end of the spectrum through j ormQrive evaluallon to action research, with :full educational 
research' at the other end. Obtainingfeedback from students about current teaching and learning is 
usually fairl y informal and can illicit a response that allows those who provide the feedback to 
benefit from the changes made. Formative evaluation tends to be more fonnal and rigorous than 
feedback and leads to the benefit for the following cohort of students. It is usually based on 
curriculum development. In contrast, action research can focus on the nature ofleaming and 
teaching, usuall y within a specific context, where following cohorts benefit. Initially the findings of 
the study may only be relevant to the particular situation, but with using systematic enquiry and 
sound methodology within a theoretical framework this may be extended (Bhaltacharya e1 al. 
2000). Emerging ideas can be checked in practice and these may gradually develop into a critical 
educational theory (Zuber-Skerrit, 1992). 
The above three forms of educational enquiry require the practitioners themselves to be directly 
involved. At the other end of the spectrum, filII educational research is an investigative activity. 
with the researcher usually a 'detached agent', that produces and justifies generalised conclusions 
and recommendations (Bhaltacharya e1 al., 2000). 
3.3 Action research design 
The essential components of action research design can be summarised in a spiral of planning, 
action, observation and reflection (Figure 3.1). It is recognised, however, that the stages may 
overlap and that the process is more often fluid, open and responsive than the spiral diagram reflects 
(Kemmis & Wilkinson. 1998). Nonetheless, for convenience the process is discussed under these 
four stages. 
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Figure 3.1 : Action research cycle of planning, acting. observing and critically reflecting. 





~--4 OBSERVAT ION 
THEORY 
The plunnmg phase is the exploratory phase, where a problem in the educational setting is identified 
and an understanding of the problem is developed, based on theory in the literature and ideas and 
thoughts from discussions with interested parties. An intervention strategy is planned through 
consideration of the research procedures that will be followed, and assumptions underlying the 
study are made explicit (Cohen et al. , 2000). The action phase is where the intervention is eanied 
out. It is deliberate, controlled and aim-oriented (Zuber-Skerritt, 1992). The observation phase has 
the function of documenting the action process and the effects of the action. Based upon the 
observations and outcomes of the intervention, there is a phase of critical reflection where new 
and/or revised intervention strategies are planned. Discussion among participants and practical and 
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theoretical discourse can aid and guide the reflection (Zuber-Skerritt, 1992). It should be said, 
however, that the distinction of a specific ref/ectlOn phase as one of four phases is perhaps slightly 
misleading as reflection generally occurs at all stages throughout the process. 
The four stages of action research form part of an iterative procedure which is intended to foster a 
deeper understanding of a given situation as well as improve practice. In the earlier models of 
action research the purpose was to close in upon a final goal or outcome by repeated iterations 
(Maclsaac, 1996). Later models, however, recognise that goals will necessarily change throughout 
the process. This is reflected by the use of spiral rather than circular diagrams (Figure 3.1). 
3.4 Possible problems associated with action research 
Despite the benefits the notion of reflexivity brings to the research process, the researcher also 
needs to be aware of some of the problems. As eohen et al. (2000: p239) state reflexivity requires 
'a self-conscious awareness of the effects that the participants-as-practitioners-and-researchers are 
having on the research processes, how their values, attitudes, perceptions, opinions, actions. feelings 
etc. are feeding into the situation being studied '. The participants-as-practitioners-and-researchers 
need to critically scrutinise their own interpretations in this light. 
Furthennore, action research is underpinned by democratic principles such as a participatory 
approach, consensual decision-making, shared val ues and goals, shared ownership of decisions 
(Cohen et al., 2000). For action research to be successful an environment in which democratic 
processes are encouraged needs to be in place. 
Practical considerations for action research are that the extent of the research needs to be limited as 
the researcher is usually required to do the research at the same time as the nonnal work. In 
addition, there is a fine line between doing research that is too minimal to lead to genuinely new 
insights, or too elaborate to be feasible (Zuber-Skerritt, 1996). 
3.5 Action research in this study 
The main aim of this study was to broaden and improve the students' learning experience. It was 
(and st ill will be in the future) conducted participatively with the lecturer (myself), the students and 
tutors, and in a reflective and iterative fashion. The design and implementation of the present study 
confonns to the action research spiral of planning, action, observation and reflection. A very brief 
summary of the process is presented in Figure 3.2 to highlight the different phases, but details 
follow in the methods section (chapter 4). 
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Figure 3.:::!: A summary of the action research cyc le pertaining to this stud). 
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The practice of ed ucational research can be vie""ed through three differen t lenses: (a) positi vist or 
sc ientific methodologies. (b) interpretivist methodologies and (c) methodologies of critical theory 
(Coilen el ClI., 2000). The positivist approach is based on the philosophy of rea lis Ill. draws on 
emp irica l-ana lyti cal research methodologies used in the natural sciences. and usuall y has a technical 
interest. In contrast the illlerpret ivi sl and cr it ical theory approaches are based on the philosophy of 
ideali sm and seeks 10 understand actions and meanings rather than causes, although the latter has an 
emancipatory interest and thus a transformin g component. The interest in the interpretivisl 
approach is usually practical (Cohen et 01" 2000), 
Using an action research framework. the general approach 10 the study was to gather a range of data 
in various fonns from a fairly large group of students (76 students in 2000 and 91 in 200 I). Some 
data was of a quantitative nature in the fonn of assessment grades of both the students and the 
lecturer. Qualitative data was also collected in the fonn of student feedback comments, answers to · 
closed- and open-ended questions in student evaluations and individual comments from student and 
tutor interviews. 
In terms of identifying the particular paradigm in which the study can be located, the following 
issues are important: 
• The aim of the study is: 
• practical , in tenns of attempting to improve students ' approach to learning by broadening 
their assessment base. 
• The approach of the study is: 
• descriptive (rather than prescriptive or predictive); 
• holistic - to try and gain insight and understanding of student learning in a natural setting 




triangulatory - using a broad range of data sources, in recognition that causation is likely to 
be multi-dimensional ; 
-
to focus and gain insight on a group of individuals (rather than collect a wide range of data 
and identifY trends); 
for the researcher to participate actively in the process. 
Although there are elements of this study which can be located within both the positivist and the 
critical theory paradigms, most factors locate this study within the interpretivist paradigm. 
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4. METHODS 
4.1 General approach 
This study was conducted with participation of students from the Environmental Geography 1 class, 
a first year Geography module offered in the second semester. Seventy-six students were involved 
in the first iteration and 91 in the second, with each iteration being broken down into a number of 
stages. 
4.1.1 Firstiteration (Year 2000) 
Stage 1 - Discussion of criteria used for marking essays 
Students regularly participate in weekJy tutorials in which skills are taught. A set of (previously 
negotiated) marking criteria were discussed with the Environmental Geography I students during a 
tutorial in which they were writing an essay. Issues such as what constituted a good introduction 
and conclusion, what components of style (good paragraph construction, logical flow and coherence 
etc ) and content (relevance of material , focus on topic, use of examples and diagrams etc) were 
argued. The following week each student received written feedback on their essays in the form of 
comments and a grade from the tutor on each of the four categories of introduction, conclusion, 
style and content. Half of the marks were for content and the remainder for style, layout and 
presentation. There was a general discussion about the most common problem areas that the tutor 
encountered in the student essays. 
Stage 2 - Preparation/or peer and self-assessment process 
The students wrote a test (Appendix 1) in the fifth week of the semester. They were informed in 
advance of the test that there would be a paragraph question (choice of two topics) worth 10 marks 
and a short essay worth 30 marks. They were also informed they would be required to e·stimate, 
immediately prior to the test. based on the quantity and quality of work they had put into 
preparation. the grade they thought they deserved. Immediately after the test they would be 
required to estimate the grade they thought they had achieved. Based on the same criteria that had 
been discussed and used in the tutorials, they would also be marking their own work at a later date. 
At this stage, some time was spent getting the students on board and familiar with the process of 
peer and self-assessment. It is recognised that there tends to be resistance to peer and self-
assessment, largely because it is a new and unfamiliar concept (Woods et al .. 1988). In order for 
peer and self-assessment to be a useful process students need to be motivated to participate fully as 
well as be willing to reflect on their own learning process. The reasons for doing self-assessment, 
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from a student ' s point of view were spelled out to the students. The fact that they were participants 
in a research process was also ra ised (see section 4.4). 
Stage 3 - Peer and self-assessment process 
The students wrote the test during a lecture period and the practical period the following day was 
used for the assessment exercise. During the practical the students participated in three separate 
activities. 
Peer assessment: 
Students were provided with an essay that had been written by a student in the final exam the 
previous year (Appendix 2). The essay topic was based on material they had learned for the 
test, so it should have been familiar to them. Using a criteria sheet with questions relating 
specifically to the introduction, conclusion, writing style and content and a model answer 
(Appendix 2), they were req uired to mark the essay. Jt was emphasised that the model answer 
should only be used as a guideline, as essay answers can take on many different forms. The 
model answer rather served to highlight the type of information that was required in the answt!T. 
Thei r assessment of the essay entailed writing comments (providing feedback) as well as 
awarding a grade. Their comments and grades were discussed in some detail with their tutor 
before moving on to the next activity. Tutors marked and provided written feedback to 
individual student assessments. These were returned the following week. 
Self-assessment: 
The second activity entailed assessing their own test (feedback and a grade), again using the 
criteria sheet and model answers (Appendix I). Since this was a first attempt at self-assessment 
for the majority of students. it was felt that grades they awarded could not be used for 
accreditation purposes. However, in order to ensure good participation in the exercise, students 
would later receive a grade for their own assessment (in other words, the lecturer b'Taded the 
lesl as well as the self-assessment process) . The lecturer suggested that the grade for self-
assessment be 10% of the total mark, but students negotiated a figure of 20%. This may 
suggest a sense or enthusiasm for the process, although it is possible that the students felt they 
would be able to score better in the self-assessment than in the test itself. This was not 
necessarily the case. 
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Evaluallon: 
The third activity was the completion of a questionnaire in which their perceptions of the 
process were evaluated (Appendix 3). Student numbers were provided on a voluntary basis. 
The rationale for the design of the evaluation is provided in section 4.2.3. 
Stage .J - Lecturer feedhack 
The lecturer marked the test as well as their self-assessment - giving feedback and a grade for both. 
Documentation was collected during this stagt: . The tests were returned to, and discussed with, the 
students within a week. 
S'toge 5 I,?!ormal mterVlews. 
A number of students who had performed poorly in the self-assessment exercise were interviewed 
b\' the lecturer in an unstructured fashion . Strategies for improving performance were suggested 
and se! f-renection was encouraged, An informal record of discussions was kept. The rationale for 
thi s intervlev,' approach is di scussed in section 4.2.4 . 
4. 1.2 SecolU/ iteration (Year 2001) 
Critical rcnec tion on the relevant teaching interactions and on the peer and self-assessment 
exerc ises revealed certain problems that needed addressing. Detail s of the changes made are 
outlined In the following sect ions (4.2). In summary, the second iteration followed the same stages 
as the firs l. However, si nce it was felt that students had had insufficient preparation for self-
assessment and a poor understanding of criteria, new tutorials were implemented in 200 I which 
addressed these issues (see sections 4.2.1 and 4.2,2), Furthermore, in the second iteration tutor's 
and leaching staffs' comments were actively sought, the evaluation was restructured (section 4.2.3) 
and detailed notes were made during the interviews (section 4.2 .4) and there was a change in the 
mark breakdown for the process (section 4.2.5). The test the students wrote is in Appendix 4. 
4.2 Practical considerations for both iterations 
4.2.1 Teaching interactions 
In the first iterat ion the issue of essay writing and criteria used for assessing essay writing were 
addressed in a rathe r informal way during the tutoria ls preceeding the peer and self-assessment 
exercises. Results from , and reflection upon, the first iteration revealed that students had a poor 
understanding of the cri teria used in the assessment process. In an attempt to overcome this 
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problem three new tutorials were designed in which writing skills and assessment criteria were 
specifically encountered. 
In the first tutorial criteria for good essay writing were presented (Box I in Appendix 5). Based on 
the criteria relating to the introduction and conclusion sections of an essay, students were expected 
to comment on a nwnber of different introductions and conclusions that had been provided. This 
served the double purpose of exposing students both to peer assessment as well the concept of using 
criteria for assessment. The students were also required to write their own introduction and 
conclusion based on what they had learned. 
The second tutorial focussed on essay planning, in which issues of structure and style are addressed 
(Appendix 6). The third tutorial attempted to build upon the previous two tutorials as students were 
required to plan and write an essay. focussing on the criteria from the first tutorial (Appendix 7). 
4.2.2 Criteria selection and criteria sheet design 
In both iterations the choice of criteria used in this study were based upon teaching interactions that 
had preceeded the peer and self-assessment exercises. In the first iteration discussions with the 
students raised issues such as ' what constitutes a good introduction? ' , or ' how many ideas should 
there be in a paragraph?', These formed the basis for the criteria marking sheets (Appendix I), In 
the second iteration the criteria used in the peer and self-assessment exercises (Appendix 4) were 
slightly different from those used in the first iteration, but were identical to those outlined in their 
first tutorial (Appendix 5), 
In both years the criteria were phrased in question fonn which compelled students to provide an 
answer. The students were given the option of providing their feedback comments either on the 
script itself (in a different colour) or in the allotted space on the criteria sheet (Appendix 1,2, 4), 
Although it was recognised that written feedback would provide a good indication of students' 
perceptions of their own or a peer' s work, it was felt that asking them to award a grade would add a 
different dimension. This allowed for quantitative comparisons between grades they awarded with 
those of the lecturer. However, the researcher was aware that student grading in itself raises issues 
such as whether students are competent to award grades and whether awarding of grades changes 
the dynamic of the exercise. These issues are discussed more fully in the final discussion chapter. 
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4.2.3 Design of eV8.luation form 
Both open and closed questions were asked in the evaluation. Although closed questions do not 
allow for additional comments, they are quick to complete and easy to process (Cohen e1 ai, 2000). 
The students were limited to a three-point rating system (agree, neutral and disagree) in their 
responses to the closed questions in this study (Appendix 3). In both iterations of the evaluation it 
was considered importat:1t to ascertain, using closed questions, whether students felt the test was fair 
and was what they expected. If students had perceived the test as unfair and unexpected, it is 
unlikely that they would have participated fully and willingly in the peer and self-assessment 
exercises and the results of the study would have needed to be interpreted in this light. The other 
closed questions in the first iteration, relating to usefulness of criteria and model answers, were 
helpful but it was felt the range of questions, in general, was rather limiting (Appendix 3). In the 
second iteration closed questions relating to students' feelings of confidence, motivation and 
attitude towards learning were also included, as were some biographical questions (Appendix 8). 
Although open-ended questions can result in ' messy' data that is difficult to process, such questions 
may reveal infonnation that may not have even been considered in the closed questions. As stated 
by Cohen e1 al. (2000: p255) 'open-ended questions can catch the authenticity, richness, depth of 
response, honesty and candour which ...... are the hallmarks of qualitative data '. Consequently 
open comments were invited in both iterations. In addition, the second iteration also had the more 
directed, but still open question, of what they liked best and least about the self-assessment 
exercise. Furthennore, biographical infonnation on gender and home language was sought in an 
effort to help to explain some of the observed trends. 
The evaluation was done immediately after the peer and self-assessment exercises, during formal 
teaching time. It is recognised that this did not give students an opportunity to reflect on the 
process, and the answers were interpreted in this light. However. it did mean that all students 
completed the evaluation form which obviated the problem of getting poor returns. 
4.2.4 Interviews 
The anonymity in the above-mentioned evaluation would have rendered a fair element of honesty 
which may not always be present in one-on-one interviews. However, since the ' lecturer ' in this 
study is the academic development person in the department, most of the students interviewed 
were already known to the lecturer and a good rapport had been developed with them. Cohen erat 
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(2000) recogni se developing rapport as a crucial stage in the interview process. It is felt this 
contributed enonnously to open and honest interaction. 
The lecturer spoke individually to a number of students that had done poorly in the self-assessment 
exercises (twelve in the first and nine in the second iteration). It was recognised this was a 
purposive sample and not representative of the whole group. However, it was felt that this 
particular group of students would provide the insight needed to better understand the problems 
students have with such exercises. 
In the first iteration the interviews were conducted in an unstructured fashion, with the questions 
re lating directly to the feedback given by each individual student. For example. if it was obvious a 
student had a different understanding of a panicular criteria compared with the lecturer, this was 
specifically di scussed. Although data anained in unstructured interviews is more difficult to 
analyse (Cohen at ai, 2000) it was fe lt unlikely that a more structured approach would be as 
responsive and would reveal such rich data. The second iteration was therefore conducted in a 
similar fashion, except answers were documented in writing during the process of the interview. 
4.2.5 Mark breakdown 
Since students generally lack experience in awarding grades, the student-derived grades were not ' 
used for summative purposes in the first iteration. However, Boud ( 1989) indicates that the use of 
student-derived grades can encourage fuller panicipation in the process. It was for this reason that 
this component was included in the second iteration. The breakdown of marks for the two iterations 
is in Table 4.1. 
Table 4. I: Breakdown of test marks for each iteration. 
Lecturer grade for Lecturer grade for Student solf-
test student self- assessment grade 
assessment 
Iteration I 80% 20% 
Iteration 2 80% 10% 10% 
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4.3 Mixing methods: triangulation 
A summary of the different exercises included in the study, as well as the ditTerent types of data 
collected from each exercise, is presented in Table 4.2 below. In recognition that working with a 
large group of students with diverse cultural and educational backgrounds may reveal diverse and 
'messy' data, a multi-pronged approach was used. Data was collected using a range o/methods 
(student assessment exercises, student eval uation, student interviews, tutor interviews and formal 
and infonnal self-evaluation), a range of dala types (quantitative, qualitative~ formal. informal ; 
open questions, closed questions), a range a/sources (students, tutors and self), as well as 
information from two differenl occasIons (years 2000 and 2001). This multi-pronged approach, 
referred to as triangulation, is recognised as a useful means of generating reliable, authentic and 
more vatid data (C VCPIUSDA, 1992) and that it helps explain more fully the complexity of human 
behaviour by studying it from more than one standpoint (Cohen et 01, 2000). It was for these 
reasons that triangulation was used in this study. 
Table 4.2: Summary of exercises done and type of data collected during the study 
EXERCISE QUANTITATIVE DATA QUALITATIVE DATA 
Pre-test estimate of grade Grade est imate 
Post-test estimate of grade Grade estimate 
Assessment of peer essay Grade Written feedback 
Assessment of own paragraph Grade Written feedback 
Assessment of own essay Grade Written feedback 
Lecturer assessment for self- Grade Written feedback 
assessment 
Lecturer assessment for test Grade Written feedback 
Student evaluation Responses to closed questions Open-ended comments 
Tutor feedback (year 200 I ) Open-ended comments 
Informal interviews Solicited and unsolicited 
ooinions 
Infonnal critical reflection Ideas and draft reporl 
4.4 Ethical considerations 
Much educational research necessi tates obtaining consent and co-operation of those involved in 
the research process which, in the case of this study, was the learners themsetves. In their 
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comments on obtaining informed consent, Frankfort-Nachmias & Nachrnias (1992 , in Co hen et 
al. , 2000: p50), raise the issue of risk : 
'The principle of informed consent should not be made an absolute requirement of all 
social science research. Although usually desirable, it is not absolutely necessary to 
studies where no danger or risk is involved. The more serious the risk to research 
participants, the greater becomes the obligation to obtain informed consent. ' 
There was no real risk for students in the present study and in fact the study was implemented to 
improve the student learning environment and students were likely to benefit in one way or another. 
Furthermore, the changes in the curriculum were normal changes that could have taken place in any 
dynamic teaching environment. On this basis informed consent was not necessari ly a requirement. 
However, on ethical grounds, it was considered important that students were aware of and accepted 
the fact that they were subjects of research. (Kelly, 1989) suggests that one needs to be particularly 
careful about ethical considerations in an action research project such as this one as the boundaries 
between research and practice are blurred. Participants may well be unaware when their comments 
and/or actions are being documented and utili sed by a researcher. 
In this study the research process was described to the students in some detail prior to starting the 
study. Issues (as outlined by Cohen el al., 2000) such as la) why the research was being carried out, 
(b) the direct and indirect benefits of the research to themselves and to later students, (c) guarantees 
of anonymity and confidentiality, (d) who would see the research, and (e) opportunities to see and 
comment on a draft before finali sation of the report, were raised. 
In both years students responded positively, and in fact many expressed pleasure at being involved 
in a research study. As one student put it: 'Now we feel really usefuJ'! During both iterations draft 
copies of the reporl were posted on their notice board and a number of students read them, but no 
comments were volunteered. 
On the evaluation form student numbers were requested on a voluntary basis. It was explained this 
information was to be used for cross-tabulation. The majority of students provided their number, 
although it was interesting to note, although perhaps not unexpected, that those not supplying their 
student number were the students who felt most negatively about the process. 
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The tutors were also infonned in a similar manner as the students, and were also willing 
participants. One provided comments on the draft report and these have been incorporated into the 
final thesIs. 
4.5 Data analysis 
There were 76 and 9 1 students in each year respectively, a sample considered sufficiently large for 
quantitative analysis. The quantitative data obtained (grades and grade estimates) in a number of 
the exerci ses were therefore used for correlative comparisons to detennine whether there was a 
relat ionship between two variables (for example between student-derived grades and lecturer-
derived grades). The qualitative data was then used to provide more personal and individual 
in sights into the trends observed from the quantitative data. 
The answers to c losed questions in the.evaluation were analysed in a semi-quantitative manner 
usmg rrequency distributions. However, again the open-ended comments provided additional and 
equally va luable insight into student perceptions on the process. These also served to modify and 
affect the lecturer' s own reflections on the process. 
Since.:: thiS was an action research project, the reflections of the lecturer were utilised extensively to 
gUide the process. The nature of these reflections were not easily quantified, but a record of them 
emerges throughout the project. As mentioned in the Research Methodology section, the researcher 
was also continually mindful of the fact that her own values, attitudes, perceptions, opinions, 
actions and fce lmgs ell.' (Cohen el al., 2000) were influencing the process. 
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5. RESULTS 
5.] Student participation 
Overall students participated willingly and constructively in the process despite the lecturer's 
expectations of some negativity in the peer and self-assessment exercises. In fact, the three 
practicai s preceeding the peer and self-assessment exercises in the second iteration had required 
many complex calculations and difficult data manipulation, and students sentiments were 
encapsulated by the comment of one: ' 01 least we can read and write for a change " 
5.2 Corn parisoD of student estimates and grades with lecturer grades 
Although the task of providing estimates of grades before and after the test invoked anxiety in some 
students, most of them attempted this exercise. The grades the students estimated (a) prior to the 
test, (b) after the test, as well as the grades they awarded (c) during the self-assessment exercise, 
were all compared with the final grade the lecturer awarded for the test. 1n the first iteration the 
correlation between the lecturer grade and pre-test estimate was poor (R' ~ 0.164, P ~ 0.003 - not 
significant at 99% level ~ Fig 5.1). This correlation improved slightly in the post-test comparison 
(R' ~ 0.273, p < 0.00 I - significant at 99% level; Figure 5.2) and even more when the lecturer 
grade was compared with the student self-assessment grade (R 2 = 0.436, P < 0.001 - significant at 
99% level; Figure 5.3). Despite poor correlations in the second iteration, the same trend of 
increasing R2 values with each exercise was evident (R2 = 0.050, Figure 5.4; R2 = 0.124, Figure 5.5; 
R' ~ 0.195. Figure 5.6) 
The 1: I line on the scattergraphs represents the situation where the student estimate or grade exactly 
matches the lecturer grade. Points above the I : I line represent student over-estimation and points 
below the line represent student under-estimation of grades compared with that of the lecturer. 
Interestingly there was a general tendency in the first iteration for students to under-estimate their 
grades (Figures 5.1 , 5.2 and 5.3) and in the second iteration to over-estimate l,'Tades (Figures 5.4, 
5.5 and 5.6). The points on the graph outside the 10% range of the 1:1 line (outside the dotted 
lines) are an indication of the extent to which students have differed from that of the lecturer. In 
this regard the over-estimation in the second iteration was quite marked (Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6). 
This is examined in more detail in section 6.2. 
It is also useful to compare the slope of the derived line with that of the 1:1 line. The portion of the 
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Figure 5.5: Lecturer grade versus student post-test estimate (second iteration) 
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Figure 5.6: Lecturer grade versus student self-assessment grade (second iteration) 
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(Figures 5.2, 5.2 and 5.3 - first iteration; Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 - second iteration) the high 
achieving students tended to under~estimate their grades and low achieving students showed a 
tendency to over-est imate their b'Tades. 
5.3 Comparison of peer and self-assessment grades with lecturer grades 
Individual student-awarded grades in the peer and self-assessment exercises were compared with 
lecturer-awarded grades. The bar graphs in Figure 5.7 indicate the extent to which student grades 
varied from lecturer grades in the first iteration, with zero representing when students either 
awarded the same mark or onc above or below the lecturer. The negative values indicate under-
marking and the positive values over-marking. Figure 5.73 indicates that students were generally 
stricter than the lecturer when providing grades for an essay written by a peer and not many 
students awarded the same marks as the lecturer. in comparing the peer assessment marking of an 
essay (Figure 5.7a) with that of self-assessment of an essay (Figure 5.7d) there was an interesting 
trend of under-estimation for the peer assessment and over-estimation for self-assessment when 
compared with the lecturer grades. A fair number of students, however, awarded the same grade in 
the self-assessment as did the lecturer. 
A comparison of self-assessment of the essay (Figure 5.7d) with self-assessment of the paragraph 
component of the test (Figure 5. 7g) show that student grades were closer to those of the lecturer for 
the paragraph than for the essay question. Since essay marking is morc complex, as it takes into 
account issues such as writing style as well as content, a breakdown of these two components of 
marking is provided in Figures 5.7e and 5.7f respectively. Unexpectedly, many more students 
awarded the same mark as the lecturer in the style component than in the contenl component of the 
essay. Furthermore, the spread in student grades was greater for the content than the style 
component when compared with that of the lecturer, with students tending to over-estimate their 
grade for content. 
A similar trend was seen in the peer assessment where grades for style and content were separated 
out. The grades for style (Figure 5.7b) were closer to the lecturer grade than were those for content 
(Figure 5.7c). In this case however, students tended to under-estimate the grade for content. 
T he second iteration revealed a similar trend of students being generally stricter than the lecturer in 
awarding grades for an essay written by a peer and more lenient when grading themselves (Figures 
5.8a and 5.8d). However, in this case the under-estimation of grades for the peer was most marked 















Figure 5.7: Bar graph showing extent of deviation of student~derived grades from lecturer grades (first 
iteration). Zero represents students either awarding the same mark or one above or below the 
lecturer. The negative values indicate under-marking and positive over-marking compared with the 
lecturer. The value in brackets after each graph title represents the total marks awarded for that 
particular exercise. I 
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Figure 5.8: Bar graph showing extent of deviation of student derived grades from lecturer grades in the 
second iteration. Zero represents students either awarding the same mark or one above or below the 
lecturer. The negative values indicate under-marking and positive over-marking compared with the 
lecturer. The value in brackets after each graph title represents the total marks awarded for that 
particular exercise. 
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for the content component of the essay (Figure 5.8c). Furthennore, as seen in the scattergraphs 
(Figures 5.4 , 5.5 and 5.6) the overestimation for the self-assessment was more marked in the second 
iteration, both for style and content (Figures 5.8e and 5.81), resuiting in many students awarding 
marks way in excess of the lecturer (Figure S.8d). A similar overestimation of grades was observed 
in the marking of the paragraph (Figure 5.8g) 
5.4 Comparison of lecturer grade for self-assessment and lecturer grade for test 
The students were awarded a grade by the lecturer for their self-assessment exercise. The 
correlation between lecturer grade for self-assessment and lecturer grade for the test in the first 
iteration was fairly good (R' = 0.740, P < 0.001 , significant at 99% level ; Figure 5.9) and better than 
the correlation derived from the previous three comparisons (Figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3). Twelve 
percent of the students received the same grade for the self-assessment procedure and for their test. 
Thi rty eight percent of the students did worse in the self-assessment procedure than they did in the 
test, and 50% bener. Since this grade for self-assessment fonned twenty percent of their final mark 
for the test, the latter group scored higher final grades for the test than they would have had they not 
panicipated in the sel f-assessment exercise. 
Although the correlat ion between lecturer grade for the test and lecturer grade for the self-
assessment was fair (R' = 0.47 1, p<O.OOI , significant at 99% level; Figure 5.10), and was greater 
than for the other three comparisons (Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6), it was not as good as in the first 
iteration. Four students did the same in the test as they did in the assessment, and equal numbers 
did worse and better. 
5.5 Student evaluation of the self-assessment process 
The evaluations, on the whole, resulted in generally very positive responses from students. In both 
iterations students were asked closed questions relating to test and marking procedures (Figure 
5.11 ) as well as to student learning (Figure 5.12 and 5. 13). Perhaps the major difference revealed in 
the closed question responses was that in the first iteration a large majority of students expected the 
kind of questions asked in the test (Question I ( I), Figure 5.11 ). In the second iteration almost equal 
numbers responded positively, neutrally and negatively to this question (Q I(2), Fig 5. 11 ). This has 
important implications for interpreting differences in trends in the two iterations (see Chapter 6). 
Otherwise, the responses were very similar in both iterations. 
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Figure 5.9: Lecturer grade for test versus grade lecturer awarded for self-assessment exercise (first 
iteration) 
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Q 6(2): I found the self-assessment exercise enjoyable Q 12(2): I feel more confident about worKing independently in general 
Q 7(2): I found the self-assessment exercise time-consuming Q 13(2): I feel more motivated about my worK 
Q 10(2): I will write in a more structure~ way in the future Q 14(2): I will be more critical in my learning 
The vast majority of students felt that the questions were at a fair level (Q2( I), Q2(2), Figure 5.11). 
There was less agreement around the issue of whether students felt they should be involved in more 
marking exercises with almost equal numbers of students being positive, neutral and negative 
(Q3( I ), Q 16(2), Figure 5. I I). Interestingly, in the first iteration when the students marks did not 
count towards accreditation, the students expressed a neutral to negative response to the question of 
grades counting (Q4( 1), Figure5.ll). However. in the second iteration when the self-assessment 
grade counted for 10% of the final grade, there was a more positive response (Q 17(2), Figure 5.11). 
The majority of students felt the model answers helped them mark the questions (Q5(1), Q6( I), 
Q4(2), Figure 5.12). Most students also felt they learned about subject content (Q7( I), Q8(2), 
Figure 5.12), essay writing (Q8(1), 9(2), Figure 5.12) and formulating criteria (QIO(I), Figure 5.12) 
by doing the self-assessment exercise. The majority also felt they would learn differently next time 
(Q9( I), Q 15(2), Figure 5.12). There thus appears to be a shift in consciousness and awareness of 
learning. 
Students felt the self-assessment exercise was time-consuming (Q7(2), Figure 5.13), somewhat 
enjoyable (Q 6(2)), but not terribly easy (Q5(2)). The majority also felt they would write in a more 
structured way in the future (Q I 0(2), Figure 5.13), be more confident in their essay writing 
(QII(2)) and more critical in their learning (Q I4(2)). Students were only slightly less sure about 
whether they would be more confident about working independently in general (QI2(2), Figure 
5.13) or being more motivated about their own work (QJ3(2). 
In the second iteration students were asked what they liked best about the self-assessment process. 
This revealed a mixed response, but many students commented in some way about the value of 
learning from their mistakes or from the process in general (Appendix 9). Other issues raised were 
related to the improvement of essay writing skills, recognition of the difficulty of the process of 
assessment, the value of using criteria and learning to be more critical. 
In response to the question on what they like least about the process, the majority of responses were 
related to the dislike of, or difficulty in, being critical of one' s own work (Appendix 10). The actual 
allocation of marks was also problematic for a number of students, as was the time and effort 
involved and the issue of bias related to marking onc's own work. 
In the second iteration students were also asked to comment specifically on the criteria that were 
problematic. Interestingly, whereas a total of26 students mentioned criteria related directly to 
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content, only 20 students mentioned criteria related directly to style, layout and presentation (Table 
5. 1). The most problematic criterion was that of HIs relevant infonnation presented?". In the 
feedback students gave themselves or their peers, this criterion was particularly poorly handled. 
(Box 5. ] , Student I). Other difficult criteria that students identified, also relating to content. were 
" Is there good coverage of the topic?" and "Has material been included that is not directly related to 
the topic?" (Table 5. 1). The former was also repeatedly marked poorly in the feedback (see Box 
5. I, student 3), The c riteria re lating to style and presentation that students identified as presenting 
most problems were "Are ideas in each paragraph in a logical order?" and "Does each paragraph 
have a single main idea?" (Table 5. I ). Again. thi s poor understanding was matched in the marking 
exercise (see Box 5. 1, student 4) 
Table 5. 1: Criteria specifically mentioned by students as problematic in the second evaluation. 




Style, C riteria-stvle lavout. presentation 7 
layout. Introductory (first) paragraph I 
presents • Does it introduce the topic? 
tion • Is it clear from the introduction what the essay is about? 
I Co ncluding (last) paragraph I 
• Does it summarise and fo llow from the main argument in 
I the essay? I 
• Are there any new ideas (there should not be)? 
Body of the essay 
• Are sentences c learly and logically written? 
• Does each paragraph have a si ngle main idea? 4 
• Are parabTfa phs in a logical order? I 
• Are ideas in each paragraph in a logical order? 5 
• Are diab'famS used? Are they helpful? Are they referred 
to in the text (they should be)? 
Content Criteria - content related 6 
• Does the essay answer the question? I 
• Is relevant information presented? 12 
• Is there good coverage of the topic? 4 
• Has material been included that is not directly related to 3 
the topic (i t should not be)? 
• Are examples used? Are they relevant? 
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Box 5. I: Comparison of student comments and lecturer comments made in the self-assessment 
process. The criteria and general student information are presented in normal font , student 
comments in italics and lecturer comments underlined. 
Student 1 
Is relevant information presented? 
Almost all a/the relevant information was presented but my essay lacked diagrams and examples 
Ihal play a role in understanding (he essay. There was no irrelevant information presented. 
(awarded 12115 for content) 
Do not agree. You gave a descri(!tion ofbiomes. You did not relate distribution of climate to 
distribution of biomes. You therefore did not answer the guestion and left out imQQrtant 
information and included irrelevant information. (awarded 4/15 for content) 
Student 2: 
Is relevant information presented? 
No reference 10 /emperature and rainfall and how they tie in with the biame and ils situation on 
ear/h. Names afvarious a/her biomes were left OUl eg shrublands and grasslands. No descrip/ian 
0.( what a biame is - Ihis would help me put my ideas forward. (awarded 8/ i5/or content) 
Agreed (awarded 9/15 for content) 
Student 3 ( Male, English-speaking) 
Does the essay answer the question? Follows plan 
Is relevant information presented? Yes 
[s there good coverage of the topic? res 
Has material been included that is not directly related to the topic (it should not be)? res 
Have examples been used? Are they relevant? Good use a/Oklahoma and NW Europe; could have 
been more later on (awarded 21: 25). 
Oklahoma examgle took ug half the essay and was not really relevant to togic. You did not address 
the issue of why farmers do not conserve soil - which is really the nub of the essay (awarded 10/25) 
Student 4 (Female, English speaking) 
Does each paragraph have a single main idea? Yes. it has a heading and explains/urther about 
what the heading is about. Agreed 
Are paragraphs in a logic order? Yes. There is a distinction between positive and negative impacts 
0/ erosion and fhe imporlance o/soil conservation. I found there was no link between garagraQhs 
and as a result they were very jumbled in order. Made for difficult reading. 
Student awarded I II I 5 for this section, lecturer awarded 6/1 5. 
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The completely open-ended question revealed the enthusiasm of many students for the process, with 
the majori ty of comments being positive in both iterations (Table 5.2; Appendix 11 and 12). Many 
issues raised by the students have been mentioned in the preceding few paragraphs, but a number of 
new ones emerged in this component of the evaluation. In the positive comments these related to 
(the brackets indicate first (I) or second (2) iteration, Appendix 11 and 12 respectively): 
• the realisation of the importance of essay planning (comment 6(2)), 
• the importance ofspecir.c criteria (commcnts 1( 1), 5( 1), 9(1),27(\» , 
• the importance of structure in an essay (comments 6(1 ), 13( I ), 18( I ), 4(2» , 
• the use of diagrams and examples (comment 28( I » , 
• the value of reflection (comments 2( I)), 
• self-assessment being a good form of revision (comment 4( 1 ». 
• appreciation of what is expected (comments 20( 1), 26( 1), 3(2), 4(2), 8(2),11(2» 
• leami ng from mistakes (comments 3(1), 14( I ), 19( I ), 23( I ), 24(1 ), 25( I ), 34( I ), 8(2)), 
• recognising the need to look at different styles of essay (comment 18(2» 
• the need for practical skills such those gained as in self-assessment (comment 30(2)), 
• the need to include such exercises in following years (comments I2(2), 13(2)), 
• appreciation of the marking process (comments 7( I), 8( I), 18( I), 3 1 ( I), 32( I), 4(2), 9(2» . 
Table 5. 2 Percentage of students posting positive, neutral (or having both positive and negative 
points) and negative responses in the two iterations 
Percentage responses in first Percentage responses in 
iteration (n=55) second iteration (0=32) 
Positive 64 47 
Neutral 15 13 
Negative 21 41 




the process of self-assessment and being self-crit ical was difficult (comments 45( 1), 47( 1), 
50( I ), 55( I ), 20(2), 22(2), 25(2), 28(2)), 
that test questions were not expressed clearly (comments 46 ( 1), 21(2),26(2» , 
that time during the test was tight (comments 48( 1), 49( 1 ), 24(2), 27(2), 32(2)) 
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• disappointed and frustrated by constantly gening low marks (comments 31 (2),32(2»), 
• the need for lined paper (comments 54( 1), 23(2», 
• marks for self-assessment should not count (comments 51( 1), 30(2» , 
• that they had not learned from the process (comment 44( 1), 
• that they disliked the process (comment 51(1)). 
Infonnation on gender and language group was requested in the second iteration evaluation. This 
was not particularly revealing except that a fairly large proportion (50%) of the English-second-
language (ESL) females posted negative open-ended comments (Table 5.3). It should be noted 
that , as a group. they represent the lower achievers in the class with a mean test mark of 42% 
(Table 5.3). The levels of frustration for some of these students came through in the actual 
comments themselves (comments 22(2), 3 1(2) . 
Table 5.3 Breakdown of open-ended comments on the self-assessment process according to gender 
and language group (second iteration). Also included are mean test marks for each of the 
groups. 
Percentage 
Comment Female, English Male, English Female, ESL Male, ESL 
- (0=37*) (0=31) (0=14) (0=7) 
Positive 16 16 21 14 
Negative 3 16 50 0 
Mean lest mark 55 62 42 56 
>I< number that completed evaluations 
5.6 Interviews 
The interviews were used both as a teaching opportunity as well as one in which student perceptions 
on the self-assessment process were recorded. With respect to the laner, a number of important 
issues emerged that had not been raised before. Firstly, students mentioned that the most valuable 
part of the exercise in tenns ofleaming what was required of them was/ram the comments written 
by the lecturer on their self-assessment process. Many had felt unsure of their own self-assessment. 
despite the criteria sheet and model answer. However, individual and specific comments from the 
lecturer had clarified many aspects for them. The lecturer's perception was that the interview itself 
was an important component of this leam.ing process. 
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Secondly, it appears that the confusion of the criteria relating to ' relevance' may have deep-seated 
roots. In the school system students could respond in a very general way to a very specific 
question, and still achieve high marks. They therefore never had to j udge the relevance of the 
infonnation they were presenting, and instead "threw' whatever they knew that was even distantly 
related to the topic and they managed to score well. The answers expected in this study, and in all 
Geography assignments, were fai rly specific and needed to relate directly to the topic. This 
presented problems for many students. This ' shotgun ' approach to answering questions is 
discussed more fully in the following chapter. 
Thirdly, the type of essay that was required in the second iteration presented problems for a number 
of students. They were required to write a speech for fanners, as an environmentally aware 
politician, with regard to soil erosion (Appendix 4). Many students interpreted this as a topic which 
did not require much depth nor much in the way of factual content. Unfortunately, the lecturer had 
interpreted trus in a different light and expected a fair amount of factual detail as well as a well 
structured and ordered essay. 
5.7 Overall picture 
Much has been revealed in the above detailed analysis of the self-assessment process. In order to 
make it easier for the reader, a summary of the general trends are outlined below. 
• Students showed increased insight into the process of self-assessment with practice. 
• Good students tended to under-estimate, poor students over-estimate grades. 
• Students were critical when marking an anonymous peer. 
• Students tended to be less critical when marking themselves. 
• Students battled with understanding/implementing certain criteria. 
• Students found it hard to separate out content from structure and style in an essay. 
• Students generally saw credit and value in the process of self-assessment. 
• Students were generally positive about the process of self-assessment. 
• Students were reluctant to engage in the process of self-assessment on a more regular basis 




6.1 Key question 1: Did involvement in peer aod self-assessment assist in moderating 
student expectations of grades? 
Although students may ultimately be expected to pursue self-directed study based on self-generated 
criteria, initially they need to be able to recognise their competence in relation to externally derived 
standards (Fazey, 1999). It was stated earlier that the perception of the lecturer was that there was 
poor recognition of competence and that student expectations of grade were usually higher than the 
achieved grade, a suggestion also made by Peckham & Sutherland (2000). This study has revealed 
that this is not necessarily the case. The first group of students showed a tendency to over-estimate 
and the second group to under-estimate the grade they would receive, both before and after the test. 
Interestingly the pre-test estimates were most inaccurate, these improved slightly post-test, and the 
actual grade they awarded in the self-assessment was even bener. Although the estimates (pre- and 
post-test) and self-assessment grades are not directly comparable because they were each obtained 
under a different set of conditions, the increase in correlation values, as well as a shift from the 
correlation being not significant to significant, indicate a bener awareness and recognition of their 
own worth in the test. The qualitative comments of students support this notion with students 
indicating their increased insight into the process of assessment, with a number commenting on a 
bener understanding of the (often) poor grades they receive. This was achieved in a remarkably 
short period oftime. 
It appears therefore that the process of self·assessment has in fact played some role in moderating 
student expectations of grades. A similar trend was reported in Peckham & Sutherland (2000), 
although their final correlation between student and lecturer grade was far superior (R values > 0.9). 
This may be due to the fact that their study was conducted in a first year chemistry class in which 
essay writing is far more structured compared to that ofa discourse subject such as geography. 
Correlations in similar studies can be extremely variable and factors such as age, experience in the 
assessment process, type of assessment, level of learning, and criteria breakdown can all be 
confounding factors (see Falkichov, 1986). This highlights the fact that such findings are very 
context-specific and it is difficult to draw generalised conclusions from them . 
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6.2 Key question 2: How, and in what way, did student assessment grades compare with 
those of the lectu rer? 
6.2.1 Relationship between self-assessment grades and lecturer grades 
The relationship between student allocated grades and those awarded by the lecturer, despite being 
statistically significant, was rather weak. However, this does not necessarily reflect students ' 
inabi lity 10 self-assess but perhaps rather their inability to award grades. Boud ( 1989) mentions that 
such mi5-matches of grades may be due to student inexperience in awarding grades. Comments by 
students in thi s study support this notion: '/ don 'tlike marking because it is hard 10 know exaclly 
whu! mark a person deserves '. Furthermore, mis-match can also be a function of the difficulty 
studems have in being objective about their own work (Woods el a/" 1988; Boud, 1989). Again 
this contention is supported in this study: • With marking your own test, one is sometimes unable 10 
see when they are wrong' and' /1 is hard 10 comment or give suggestions aboul your own writmg '. 
Recognition of these problems of inexperience and lack of objectivity probably contribute to the 
resistance of students to the process of awarding grades. This reluctance was further reflected in the 
neLltral to negative response (closed question) of students in the first iteration about grades counting 
for accreditation. However, since it is recognised that use of student-derived marks for 
accreditation can encourage bener student involvement in the process (BoLld, 1989), the marks 
students awarded were wonh 10% of the final mark in the second iteration . Interestingly. in this 
case, students showed less resistance towards grades counting towards accreditation. It is not clear 
why thi s should be so, but may perhaps be due to the fact they were far more familiar with the 
concept of grading according to criteria due to increased exposure during tutorials. It is felt 
however, that with more practice they could well become even more confident at grade allocation. 
The inclusion of st udent-derived marks counting for accreditation may well have created a different 
dynamic in the assessment process: over-estimation of grades was far greater than in the first 
iterat ion. Although not specifically raised in the evaluation, students did mention in the interviews 
that they were conscious of the grades counting and as a consequence preferred to err on the side of 
leniency. 
The component in which the lecfurer provided a grade for student self-assessment was incorporated 
into thi s study for two reasons. Firstly, it was in recognition that there is often a general lack of 
credibility of student-awarded grades (Boud, 1989). It was felt the lecturer grade of student self-
assessment would be a better reflection oftheir assessment abilities and it had the added advantage 
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in the second iteration of serving to counter the inflated student grades. Secondly, some studies 
have shown thatfeedback is one of the most important learning components of the assessment 
procedure (Gibbs, 1999; Loacker & Jensen, 1988). However, this is usually in the form of test 
feedback. Since self-review and assessment was being engendered in this study, it was felt it would 
. be constructive to provide feedback on the test as well as the self-assessment. It is revealing. 
although somewhat expected and in line with other studies (see Boud, 1989), that those students 
that did poorly in the test were the least able to be critical of their own work. An anecdotal example 
of this is in Box 5.1 (p5 1) where the comments of a weaker student (student I) and a stronger one 
(student 2) are provided. It is also interesting to note that a number of the students interviewed at a 
later stage indicated they felt the feedback received from the lecturer for their own assessment was 
the most valuable part of the whole exercise in terms of their own learning. Therefore, despite the 
additional work entailed, it is felt that this component of the process should be maintained and 
perhaps even introduced into other academic development situations. 
6.2.2 Extent of student over- and under-grading compared with lecturer 
Peer assessment 
In contrast to findings in sim ilar peer assessment studies (see Falkichov, 1995), students in this 
study were generally strict when marking an essay written by a peer. This may be due to the fact 
that, in most studies, the peer is usually a friend or acquaintance. In this study, the ' peer' was an 
anonymous student from the previous year. It is likely students felt no obligation towards this 
'peer' and did not feel embarrassed judging them. 
The peer essay was written by a second language student. The lecturer had awarded poor grades in 
the style component of the essay (introduction. conclusion. writing style), but awarded reasonable 
marks for content. In the first iteration the students showed a similar trend to the lecturer in 
marking with respectto writing style but were much harsher with respect to content. This may due 
to a number of factors . 
Firstly. an examination of the feedback comments of the students revealed that students did not 
discriminate well between style and content. Since the essay was written in a poor style. the 
students could easily criticise the style based on criteria such as logical flow and a single idea per 
paragraph, but it was difficult for them to recognise whether the content was correct based on the 
criterion related to relevance of information. As a result the peer received low marks for content 
from the students despite having presented most of the relevant information. albeit in a rather 
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jumbled fashion. The separation out of content and writing style in this context must be a fairly 
high level skill requiring a very clear understanding of the distinction betvv'een the two. A similar 
trend is noted in a study by Falkichov ( 1986) in which the criteria (a) relevance and (b) answering 
the question present the most difficulty to students. Interestingly the criterion ' Is relevant 
information presented?' was identified by students in the evaluation in this study as being the most 
difficult . This obviously needs intervention in future teaching interactions. 
Secondly, the ' style ' category was broken down into smaller components with a number of specific 
criteria to examine in each category. It is well recognised that a breakdown into individual criteria is 
an important component for directing student learning (Loacker & Jensen, 1988). The high level of 
detail in the 'style ' component of this study probably afforded more guidance to the students than 
did the more general content category. Thirdly, the emphasis in the whole study (including 
tutorial s) was on writing style, perhaps at the expense of content. It is possible students perceived 
that style was the most important part of essay writing and put less effort into content marking. To 
try and counter this equal emphasis was given to both style and content during teaching interactions 
in the tutorials in the second iteration. This may have contributed to students coping better when 
marking peer content in the second iteration. 
Self-assessment 
The same trends observed in marking of the peer essay (better for style - first iteration; better for 
content - second iteration) were evident in the marking of their own essays. There was a general 
trend, however, also evident in the marking of the paragraph, of over-estimation of content for all 
students. Comments made by students in the informal interviews may shed light on this 
phenomenon. _A number of students indicated a perception that if they provided sufficient facts, 
even if only remotely connected to the topic, they would be awarded marks for content. This 
- -----'shotgun ' approach to answering questions seems to have been successful at a school level and a 
number of them expressed surprise (and dismay) that this was not what was expected at a tertiary 
level. This perception of the effectiveness of the ' shotgun' approach is well illustrated in the 
written feedback of a particular student in the self-assessment. In response to the question as to 
whether there was ' material included that was not related to the topic?' . the student stated' The idea 
of the effect of ocean currents was discussed which may not have been relevant but the idea was 
clearly explained" (author's underlining). The student awarded a far higher mark than did the 
lecturer. 
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The issue of general over-estimation of marks in the second iteration is worthy of further comment. 
It has already been stated that students may have inflated marks somewhat due to the fact that 
grades counted towards accreditation. A further contributing factor may be the actual phrasing of 
the test question itself By asking the students to write a speech they assumed a more emotive an~ 
less factual essay was required. As a consequence. the lecturer marked more strictly than the 
students. interestingly, despite an extensive body of literature on the dynamics of the process of 
peer and self-assessment. no reference was found re lating the influence the actual assessment 
. procedure (in this case the test) has on the entire process. It is likely that many issues (such as type 
of question, physical setting of the assessment, level of students elc) must play a role and should be 
taken into consideration. In fact, this was a concluding criticism in the extensive review article on 
peer and self-assessment by Dochy el al. ( 1999). 
Some self-assessment studies have achieved reasonable reliabili ty (within ]0% of tutor grades· 
Falchikov, 1986; Stefani, 1998; Orsmond el al., 1996), which was not the case in the present study. 
The above comparison of student- and lecturer-derived grades in fact revealed fairly inaccurate as 
well as conflicting results - rather like Schbn's ( 1983) ' swampy lowlands' . Perhaps it should be 
recognised that many different factors will influence the grades students award, despite the fact that , 
in this case , they were rewarded for high integrity marking. in this study the groups were large and 
extremely heterogeneous in tenns of gender, race, educational background and c urrent educational 
goals, and as i result student grades are perhaps unlikely, particularly at a first year level, to match 
those of the lecturer. If the main purpose of the exercise is not for summative accreditation but for 
formative student learning, as was the case in this study, the quantitative extent of over- or under-
estimation is less important than the actual learning that is taking place. As Orsmond e l al. (2000) 
point out, the success of assessment practices should not be judged on the agreement between 
student and lecturer grades, but on how the student develops through the process. 
6.3 Key question J: Did a breakdown of criteria assist in the peer and self-assessment 
process? 
Orsmond e l al. (2000, 1997, 1996), in a series of studies examining the use of marking criteria, 
highlighted the importance of providing marking criteria to assist in the assessment process. They 
also indicated, as did Stefani (1998), that students often have a different understanding of individual 
criteria compared to that of the lecturer or tutor. The quantitative evidence in this study supports 
this contention - particularly with regard to students not always being able to discriminate between 
issues of writing style (logical flow, single ideas per paragraph) and content (relevance of 
infonnation presented, irrelevant information). However. in the qualitative evaluation in this study 
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many students commented on recognising the vaJue of criteria in assisting the process of peer and 
self~assessment. Furthennore a number of criteria which students found difficult were identified. 
These need to be addressed in future teaching interactions. 
Apart from the learning aspect for students, a further positive aspect of using criteria is it becomes 
possible to analyse aspects of the marking process in more detail. Had students been asked to 
assess in a more general way in this study. little insight would have been gained in tenns of student 
understanding, and identification of problem areas would not have been possible to the same extent. 
6.4 Key question 4: Did involvement in peer and self-assessment affect motivation, 
attitudes and approach to learning? 
The evaluation in this study revealed that the overwhelming majority of students perceived the 
exercise in peer and self-assessment, despite it being not that easy. moderately enjoyable and fairly 
time consuming, as being extremely valuable in the learning process. In particular students 
indicated a perceived increase in motivation, confidence and critical ability. Nonetheless, and 
similar to findings in other studies (see Baud 1989), there seemed to be a reluctance by some to be 
involved in such exercises in the future. This may be due to the fact that self-assessment is such an 
unfamiliar concept to them (only one student mentioned that they had ever been involved in self~ 
assessment) and is so different from most of their other learning interactions. This gives rise to 
anxiety and resistance to the process (Woods et al. 1988), and it is likely therefore that students in 
this study are simply exhibiting classic inertia to change. To overcome this inertia it is suggested 
students need to become more familiar with, and participate in, self-assessment exercises on a far 
more regular basis, albeit perhaps in a less structured and fonnal way than has been practised in this 
study. 
6.5 Conceptual framework of student involvement in the assessment process 
Prior to this study it was recognised there were inherent problems with the traditional fonns of 
assessment in the first year geography modules. Educational fonns of assessment were therefore 
incorporated into the Environmental Geography 1 module in an effort to improve student learning. 
It was felt that by participating in peer and self-review exercises, students' self-reflective skills 
could be developed. In this way students would become more self-reliant with respect to their own 
academic development (Falchikov, 1995; Boud & Fachikov, 1989) and equip them to become life-
long learners (Dochy et ai, 1999). It was hoped these interactions would fall within the realm of 
what Rowntree (1987) describes as 'preparation for life ' . 
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The idea that traditional and educational forms of assessment in fact represent two extremes of a 
single continuum has been conceptualised in Figure 6.1 below, where extent ofl ecturer and student 
involvement are the main considerations. The left of the continuum represents traditional 
assessment where the lecturer has full control of the process and learners are dependent upon the 
lecturer to determine thei r progress. Student involvement is nil. This would probably be a fair 
representation of first year Geography modules prior to this study. Moving towards the right, 
lecturer involvement decreases and student involvement increases until, at the extreme right of the 
continuum learners are completely independent of authority in terms of their own assessment. 
Although this latter position on the continuum may not represent a real situation, particularly in 
current University settings, it is an end point towards which we should perhaps be moving. 
Ultimately students, once they leave the formal learning environment, will need to have the 
confidence and ability to be independent, self-reflective individuals. 




Point I 2 3 4 x 
Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 .... Point x 
(traditional (first (second (educational 
assessment) iteration) iteration) assessment) 
Authority and lecturer lecturer lecturer lecturer and student 
power student 
Nature of fonnal fonnal fonnal less fonnal informal 
assessment 
T ype of lecturer peer and self- peer and self- collaborative independent 
assessment marking assessment assessment assessment assessment 
Learning and separate some some further complete 
assessment integration integration inteh'Tation integration 
Extent student · . complete none some some Increasing 
involvement 
Recognition of · . complete none some more Increasing 
student 
involvemeo t 
Criteria imposed by imposed by imposed by negotiated student 
lecturer lecturer lecturer derived 




It may be useful to try and locate this study within the conceptual framework . Point I on the 
continuum (Figure 6.1) represents the situation in Level 1 Geography modules in general, and 
Environmental Geography 1 in particular, prior to this study. Assessment was usually fonnal . the 
lecturer had full authority and power over the assessment process, and students were not involved. 
The first iteration of this study can be viewed as a first step along the continuum towards the right 
(point 2), This represented a shift towards some student involvement, with some recognition of 
their efforts, and a better awareness of the process by being informed about marking criteria. The 
assessment procedure was still formal and the lecturer still had authority over the process. The 
second iteration, where student participation contributed towards final accreditation. shifted the 
assessment procedure further to the right along the continuum (point 3). 
Approaches that can be incorporated into the assessment process to promote a further shift towards 
the right are many and varied. With regard the Environmental Geography 1 module, increased 
collaboration - for example through the negotiation of marking criteria as well as smaller and more 
varied exercises of peer and self-assessment could be included at many more teaching interactions 
(lectures, tutorials and practicals). Other means of improving self- reflective skills would be to 
include more collaborative approaches to peer and self-assessment, or include procedures such as 
learning portfolios, reflective journals, group work, learning logs etc. However, it is recognised that 
intervention in a single module will not be truly effective in terms of improving student learning 
with respect to independence and reflexivity, unless it is reinforced in other modules throughout 
their curriculum . 
It has been mentioned earlier that Boud (1995) recognises that self-assessment can either take the 
fonn of a formal task, or it may in fact be an informal, on-going process in which students 
constantly engage. The resistance and difficulty students experienced with the formal self-
assessment process in this study indicate they are still far removed from being self-reflective, 
independent learners. It is suggested that perhaps the approach taken in this study (ie. still assessing 
within the formal structures with which the students are familiar), is a necessary step in the process 
towards self-determination. This is supported by the contention of Stefani (1998) and Boud (1990) 
that students need guidance in the early stages of the self-assessment process. 
Another issue requiring consideration is not only that of the extent of involvement oflecturers and 
students, but the power relations that exist between the two parties. It is argued by Reynolds & 
Trehan (2000: p271) that ' Ifself-awareness, consciousness-raising or reflexivity are introduced into 
the assessment process without power, authority and judgement-making being examined or 
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changed, students have even less control than in more traditional methods' . They suggest that the 
issue of power and authority needs to be a central focus of analysis in the context of critical 
pedagogy, and that in practice the role and intentions of the lecturer and student needs to be 
clarified. This issue of power and authority gives rise to complex social processes (Reynolds & 
Trehan, 2000) and could form the focus of interactions and research in the Geography modules in 
the future. 
6.6 Critiq ue of my role in the action research approach 
This study, with two iterations of essentially the same type of teaching interaction provided what 
seemed a perfect framework for an action research approach. It was assumed that after planning, 
acting and observing in the first iteration, critical reflection would lead to measurable improvements 
in the second iteration. This was not necessarily the case. This has highlighted for me two separate 
issues. Firstly, the response of individuals to the process is very context specific, and as a result, 
extremely variable. This is supported by the work of Stefani (1998). Secondly, perhaps I did not 
engage sufficiently critically on the process in order to make the necessary changes. For example, 
after the first iteration it was recognised that students were reluctant to grade themselves, but for the 
sake of comparison in the second iteration this component was maintained. 10 tenns of good 
teaching, this should have instead been omitted or included in a less threatening way such as Likert 
Scale grading. 
From my own point of view the interactions with the two groups were very different. I actively 
lectured in the first iteration and set my own test questions. The group was smaller and as a 
consequence [ knew the students a lot better and felt I had developed a rapport with them. Due to 
unforeseen circumstances I was unable to lecture in the second iteration and. although I was still 
involved in academic development in the course, felt I did not have the same rapport with the 
second group. This was compounded by a particularly disruptive group of male students who 
created an awkward atmosphere in many of the teaching interactions. Again this has highlighted for 
me a very important issue: the dynamic of the teaching situation can have a profound influence on 
the process, and results need to be interpreted in this light. With this is mind, it can be said that it 
is perhaps not all that fruitful to compare data from the two iterations. but instead concentrate on the 
process and the influence of the process on student learning, as suggested by Orsmond e1 at. (2000). 
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6.7 Concluding comments 
As a result of this study the skills component in the tutorials in Environmental Geography I, 
particularly with respect to that of essay writing, has been vastly improved. Even without the peer 
and self-assessment exercise. this improvement in itself should serve to assist students considerably 
in their studies. 
Nonetheless, a large part of the success of this study is that students felt they had a beneficial 
experience in peer and self-assessment. They appear to have acquired an awareness of the value of 
criteria in assessment and can apply them to some degree in their own context. The component of 
the study in which they received feedback from the lecturer on the self-assessment appears fairly 
innovative and was considered by the students as extremely valuable in the learning process. 
It is recognised that various aspects of the study could be improved upon. Stefani (1998) indicated 
that diversity in social , cultural and political backgrounds can lead to many different interpretations 
of criteria. In this regard, this study highlighted the large gap between lecturer expectations in a 
written answer and what the students felt was acceptable. In particular, students had problems with 
being able to discriminate and internalise certain criteria such as relevance of information and in 
general resorted to what has been termed the <shotgun' approach when providing answers. Further 
studies are needed to address this issue of student understanding and internalisation of criteria, 
particularly in the South African context. 
In terms of increasing the learning value for students it would probably be more constructive to 
initially incorporate many small (for example 10 minutes at the end of a particular exercise) peer 
and self-review exercises in the tutorials and practicals. in which students give feedback but not 
necessarily grades. In these early stages, as Stefani (1998) and Falkichov ( 1995) indicate, feedback 
from the lecturer or tutor is essential. Students would gradually increase in independence in this 
regard and, with familiarity, the more formal process of peer and self-assessment as described in 
this study could be implemented. Furthennore, the process of awarding grades is obviously 
intimidating for many students. Either this can be eliminated from the process altogether, if the 
purpose of peer and self-review is formative. Alternatively a more qualitative approach could be 
used. 
Despite the above comments, it must be emphasised that the real value of the study has been to 
open up dialogue with students with respect to our teaching and their learning. By participating in 
the peer and self·review process they have become more aware of the <hidden' aspects of the 
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curriculwn and as a result should be more critical of their own work and be able to work in a more 
self-reflective and independent way in the future. In other words it should help 10 encourage a 
deeper approach to learning. Furthermore, tutors expressed enthusiasm for the exercises and felt 
both they and the students had benefited from participating in the process. In addition, the two 
other staff members involved in the EnvironmentaJ Geography 1 course have commented on the 
high standard of style and content in written answers in the final exam compared with previous 
years. Although there is no concrete evidence to support this, it is likely this study has contributed 
in no small way to this improvement. 
Finally, my own understanding of the dynamics of the process of student learning has changed 
considerably and 1 have in fact been a co-leamer in the process. Hopefully this will, in some small 
way, contribute to better teaching and learning interactions in the future. 
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Test, criteria sheet and model answer (first iteration) 
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SCHOOL OF LIFE AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES 
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOGRAPHY 1 - TEST I, SEPTEMBER 2000 
STUDENT NUMBER: ............... ... ............................... . 
Please answer the question below before reading the rest of the test. 
Based on the quality and quantity of time you have spent learning for this test , what mark do you 
think you deserve for the test? ... ... ....... . .... .. .. (%) 
Diagrams may be used to assist you in answering any of the questions. You must answer two 
questions: one from section A (page I) and the one from section B (page 2). Please write in pen. 
SECTION A (10 MARKS) 
Answer ONE of the following questions: 
EITHER 
1. Discuss the concept of consumption overpopulation. 
OR 
2. Discuss the role fire plays in the biomes of southern Africa. 
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SECTION B (30 MARKS) 
3. Brieny describe the relationsbip between the distribution of the world ' s climate and the biomes 
that occur In the tropics and subtropics (i.e between 30° north and 30° south of the equator). 
Focus particularly on temperature and rainfall as detenninants (causes) ofbiome distribution. 
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Please answer the question below once you have completed the test. 
What mark do you now think you will get for the test? ................ ...... . ...... (%) 
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PRACTICAL 4 - EXERCISE 2: TEST MARKING (OWN TEST) 
Please return this test assessment sheet with the test script. You may write feedback comments on 
the test script as well. 
Student number: ........... . 
Comments on questions number one or two. 
Criteria YIN Comment! .ue;e;estion (here or on es.av) Mark 
Writing style Out 
of2 
• Were sentences clearly and 
logically written? 
• If you gave the answer to a 000-
environmentalist (eg a business 
student), would they understand 
it (they should be able to)? 
Content (see model answer) Out 
of8 
• Was all the relevant information 
presented? 
• Was material i ncl uded that was 
not directly related to the topic 
(it should not be)? 
• Were diagrams used? Were they 
helpful? Were they referred to in 
the text (they should be)? 
• Were examples used? Were they 
relevant? 
Total mark (out of 10) 
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Comments on essay question number three. 
Criteria YIN Comment! sUl!l!estion (here or on essav) Mark 
Introductory (first) paragraph Out 
00 
• Does it introduce the topic? 
• Is it clear from the introduction 
what the essay is about? 
Concluding (last) paragraph Out 
of2 
• Was the key idea presented here? 
• Were there any new ideas (there 
should not be)? 
Essay paragraphs Out 
oflO 
• Does each paragraph have a 
single main idea? 
• Are paragraphs/ideas in a logical 
order? 
• Were sentences clearly and 
logically written? 
-
• If you gave the essay to a non-
environmentalist (eg a business 
student), would they understand 
it (they should be able to)? 
Content (see model answer) Out 
ofl5 
• Was all the relevant infonnation 
presented? 
• Was material included that was 
not directly related to the topic 
(it should not be)? 
• Were diagrams used? Were they 
helpful? Were they referred to in 
the text (they should be)? 
• Were examples used? Were they 
relevant? 





1. Discuss the concept of consumption overpopulation (10 marks) 
Each child that is born needs education, food, water, clothing, eventually ajob to survive. 
Providing all of these usually requires a lot of natural resources. Since many of the less developed 
countries (LDCs) have large numbers of people, these countries are often blamed for 
environmental degradation. However, the more developed countries (MDCs), although they have 
less people. can cause as much damage to the environment as the LDCs because of the way they 
use resources. A single person in the MDCs produces more toxins (pollution) and consumes more 
resources (such as food, energy sources, raw materials etc) than many people in the LDCs. 
Therefore, less people can have a great impact OD the environment due to their consumptive 
lifestyle. This is referred to as consumption overpopulation and the effect on the environment can 
be depicted in the following diagram: 
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2. Discuss the role fire plays in the biomes of southern Africa 
Fire plays an important role in determining the structure and species composition of three of the 
major biomes in southern Africa. The grassland biome occurs in regions which have sufficient 
moisture (400 - 800mm pa) to support tree and shrub vegetation. However. trees and sbrubs are 
largely excluded from the grassJands by fire. Grass plants are well adapted to survive fire as 
their growing points (apical buds) are situated below ground or right at the ground surface. When 
grasses bum in fires the apical bud is not affected. and grasses simply re-grow after a fire . Trees 
and shrubs, however, have their apical buds above ground. When a young tree is burned. the 
apical bud is damaged and the tree dies. Fire also plays a similar role in the savanna biome -
allowing a high grass cover to be maintained. 
The vegetation in the fyobos biome is also well adapted to fire. Most of the plants have high 
alkaloid content which burns easily. Many species cannot germinate unJess the seeds have been 
burnt in a fire. 
Two biomes in southern Africa are not affected by fire. The karoo biome only receives 200-500 mm 
pa. which means it is unproductive and as a consequence there is not enough biomass for fires to be 
a feature in this biome. In contrast, the forest biome is too moist (>1000 mm pa) for fires to occur. 
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3. Brieny describe the relationship between the distribution of tbe climate and the biomes 
that occur in the tropics and subtropics (i.e between 30° north and 30° soutb of the 
equator). Focus particularly on temperature and rainfall as determinants (causes) of 
biome distribution. 
A biome can be described as a complex of ecosystems wbich is based on vegetation structure. 
has a wide geographical extent and its distribution is determined largely by climate. The t\-Vo 
components of climate that play an important role in biome distribution are that of temperature 
and rainfall . This essay will examine the distribution of the biomes in the tropics and sub-tropics 
in relation to both of these factors. 
At the equator the suns rays strike the earth 's surface directly resulting in warming of the soil and 
air in this region. T his warm, moist air rises, with precipitation occurring once the air reaches 
higher altitudes and has cooled down (see Fig. I). The climate at the equator is thererore warm 
and moist (>2000 mm pal for most of the year, resulting in the development of tropical 
rainforests. 
The air that rose at the equator loses its moisture and subsides at approximately 30° Nand S (Fig. 
I ). The climate in these regions is therefore dry (usually <250 mm pal, with rainfall occurring in 
the summer months. It is also relatively warm, as the sun's rays are still fairly direct, although 
night temperatures can be cold. This is the main region of the deserts of the world. 
Between the equator and 30° Nand S, savannas, grass lands and shrub lands occur, depending 
upon local conditions. Savannas and grass lands occur in regions that experience moderate (400-
900 mm pa) rainfall that fall s in the summer months, and cool, dry winters. The grassland winters 
are, however, cold er, which prevents the growth of trees. Shrublands with grass occur in semi~ 
arid areas (200-500 mm pa) with seasonal rainfall occurring in the summer months. In regions that 
experience cool, wet winters (450-900 mm pa) and hot dry summers, a temperate shrubland 
biome (chaparral) is common, usually in coastal regions. 
This essay has shown that the amount and distribution of rainfall as well as seasonality of 
temperatures detennines the distribution of biomes. Wann moist areas at the equator support 
tropical forest, and with decreasing rainfall and temperatures these forests grade into savannas, 
shrub lands, grasslands and finally deserts, which are warm and dry, at 30° north and south 
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MARKING YOUR OWN TEST 
AIM: To use a given set of criteria to mark a test 
OBJECTIVES: 
By the end of the practical you should be: 
• Able to apply certain criteria when marking an essay of a peer and your own essay 
• Able to provide a mark/grade based on the application on the criteria 
• A ware of pitfalls associated with writing and assessment of essays 
• Able to evaluate the worth of the exercise in tenns of your own learning 
• More confident in your own self-reflective abilities 
INTRODUCTION 
Whenever you hand in a practical , a tutorial , a test or an assignment, the lecturer (or tutor or 
demonstrator) comments on the work (hopefully!) and awards a mark. This process of testing your 
knowledge or skills and commenting and awarding of grades is referred to as assessment. 
There are three main reasons we do assessment. Firstly, its main function should be that of 
learning. Provided students get sufficient and pertinent feedback, assessment can fonn a very 
valuable learning function for the students within a course. Secondly it is a way of staff and 
students being able to monitor progress and understanding in a particular subject. Thirdly. it is used 
to provide marks which indicate whether or not a student has sufficiently ' mastered ' the skills and 
knowledge of the subject (i .e. for accreditation purposes). 
Multiple choice questions and short answers are genera1ly easy to mark as there is usually a right or 
wrong answer based on a certain set of facts. However, marking of other forms of answers. such as 
essays and assignments. is far more complex as the content forms only a part of the assessment. 
Recognition of, and awarding grades for, other skills such as being able to write clearly, being able 
to structure an essay coherently etc. become an important part of the assessment. 
Traditionally students are not involved in the assessment process. In the practical today you are 
going to be involved in assessing both the work of a fellow student as well as your own work. 
Much research in the educational literature. has shown that when students become involved in self-
assessment, they tend to : 
• Become more responsible for their own learning 
• Become more self-reliant with respect to their own academic development 
• Become more confident in their ability to perform 
• Become more self-reflective 
• Lmprove grades. 
Hopefully this is sufficient incentive to become involved in the process! 
EXERCISE 1 - PEER MARKING 
You have been given a copy oran essay that was written by a student in the 1999 final exam. The 
title of the essay was: 
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A model of environmental degradation developed by Ebrlicb & Boldren in tbe 1970's can be 
summarised as: ' 
Environmental impact = population x affluence x technology 
Write a short essay explaining the model. (50 marks) 
Using the criteria sheel and model answer provided, mark the student (peer) essay. This involves 
reading the essay through fair ly quickly to get a sense of what the student has written. Then go 
through it morc thoroughly and comment, either within the text and/or on the criteria sheet where 
you think there are problems as well as where you think the essay is good. Complete the criteria 
sheet, making sure that the marks you award are a reflection of the comments you make. Try to be 
as detailed as possible during the whole assessment exercise as the comments you make are 
supposedly intended as feedback for the student from which they can learn and improve their essay 
writing (in this case, this is what you will get marked on for the practical). 
EXERCISE 2 - SELF-ASSESSMENT 
Having completed the above exercise. it would be useful for you to discuss the difficulties you had 
with your demonstrator (perhaps as a group discussion) before moving on to the self-assessment. 
This tends to be a more difficult exercise as it is hard to be objective about your own writing. 
During this exercise you should follow the same process that you did in the peer assessment, but 
this time you will mark the essay you wrote in the test. Remember to give yourself lots of feedback 
- as this both serves as a learning experience for you, but you will also be marked on the accuracy 
and usefulness of the feedback you give yourself. 
The mark you will finally receive for the test is as follows: 
80% - actual mark you receive from the lecturer 
10% - mark you award yourself 
10% - mark you get for doing the assessment (i.e. marked by the lecturer) 
EXERCISE 3 - EVALUATION OF THE PROCESS 
Having completed the two marking exercises, you will be asked to spend a short amount of time 
evaluating the assessment exercises. Like all evaluations, you will not directly benefit from 
completing the evaluation fonn provided, but you have in fact benefited from the evaluation having 
been completed by students last year. This evaluation is an important component in my educational 
research into assessment issues, and I greatly appreciate your honest input here. 
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EXERCISE 1: PEER ASSESSMENT - CRITERIA SHEET 
Criteria-stvle, lavout, presentation YIN CommenU su!!!!estion (here or on essav) Mark 
Introductory (first) paragraph Out 
• Does it introduce the topic? of5 
• Js it clear from the introduction 
what the essay is about? 
Concluding (last) paragraph Out 
• Does it summarise and follow of5 
from the main argument in the 
essay? 
• Are there any new ideas (there 
should not be)? 
Body of the essay Out 
• Are sentences clearly and of 15 
logically written? 
• Does each paragraph have a 
single main idea? 
• Are paragraphs in a logical 
order? 
• Are ideas jn each paragraph in a 
logical order? 
• Are diagrams used? Are they 
helpful ? Are they referred to in 
the text (they should be)? 
Criteria - content related 
See model answer Out 
• Does the essay answer the of25 
question? 
• Is relevant information 
presented? 
• Is there good coverage of the 
topic? 
• Has material been included that 
is not directly related to the topic 
(it should not be)? 
• Are examples used? Are they 
relevant? 
TOTAL MARK: (out of SO) 
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EVALUA nON OF THE MARKING (ASSESSMENT) PROCEDURE 
Please answer all questions by ticking the appropriate category: agree, neutral or disagree 
Agree neutral disagree 
1. I exvected the kinds of Questions asked in the test 
2. The Questions were too difficult for a first year course 
3. The model answer helped me mark the short question 
4. The model answer helped me mark the essay question 
5. I learned some subiect content bv marking mv own work 
6. 1 learned about essay writing by marking my own work 
7. J feel we should do more marking ourselves 
8. If we do more marking ourselves the marks should count 
9. Having done this marking exercise, I will learn differently 
for my next test 
10. I could probably now write my own marking criteria and 
model answer for a set aftest Questions 
Any comments you wish to make? 
It would help me in my research if you provided your student number. All information will be kept 




Test, criteria sheet and model answer (second iteration) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS 1 - TEST I, 31 ST AUGUST 2001 
Student number: .......•............•••..••••......•. 
Please answer the question below before readiog tbe rest of tbe test. 
Based on the quality and quantity oftime you have spent learning for this test , what mark do you 
think you deserve for the test? ............................ . 
SECTION A ( 10 MARKS) 
I. From your experience, which of the soils below is likely to have a higher K factor, and why? 
(the attac hed nomograph will help you make your decision) 
Soil I Soil 2 Soi 13 
0/ 0 silt and very fine sand 60 50 40 
%Organic Matter 4 2 I 
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SECTION B (40 MARKS) 
As an environmentally conscious politician you have been approached by the National Farmer's 
Union to give a speech on soil conservation. Write a speech in which you explain the benefits and 
the problems involved with soil conservation, and t I)' to persuade them that however difficult, it is 
st ill good pract ice to conserve soil. 
Please answer tbe question below once you have completed tbe test. 
What mark do you think you will get for the test? ............................ . 
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PRACTICAL 4 - EXERCISE 2: SELF-ASSESSMENT (MARKING OWN TEST) 
Please return this test assessment sheet with the test script. You may write feedback comments on 
the test script as well. 
Student number: ....... . ............. . 
Comments on paragrapb question. 
C riteria YIN Commenti suggestion (here or on essav) Mark 
Writing style Out 
of2 
• Are sentences clearly and 
logically written? 
• Are ideas in a logical order? 
Contcnt (see model answer) 
• Does the paragraph answer the 
question? 
• Is relevant infonnation 
presented? 
• Is there good coverage of the 
topic? . 
• Has material been included that 
is not directly related to the topic 
(it should not be)? 
• Have examples been used? Are 
they relevant? 
Total mark (out of 10) 
94 
Comments on essay question 
Criteria-stvle, layout. presentation YIN Comment! sU2e:estion (here or on essav) Mark 
Introductory (first) paragraph Out 
• Does it introduce the topic? of5 
• Is it clear from the introduction 
what the essay is about? 
Concluding (last) paragraph Out 
• Does it summarise and follow of 5 
from the main argument in the 
essay? 
• Are there any new ideas (there 
should not be)? 
Body of the essay Out 
• Are sentences clearly and logically ofl5 
written? 
• Does each paragraph have a single 
main idea? 
• Are paragraphs in a logical order? 
• Are ideas in each paragraph in a 
logical order? 
• Are diagrams used? Are they 
helpful ? Are they referred to in 
the text (they should be)? 
Criteria - content related 
See model answer Out 
• Does the essay answer the of25 
question? 
• Is relevant information presented? 
• Is there good coverage of the 
topic? 
• Has material been included that is 
not directly related to the topic (it 
should not be)? 
• Have examples been used? Are . 
they relevant? 
TOTAL MARK: (out of 50) 
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E~ONMENTALPROBLEMS 
TEST I - MARKING GUIDELINE 
Question I 
The K Factor is an erodibility index used in the Universal Soil Loss Equation, a model used to 
measure soil erosion. The higher the K Factor, the more susceptible a soil is to erosion. The K 
factor ofa soil is calculated from particle size characteristics, organic matter (OM) content, soil 
structure and soil penneability. Examining tbe nomograph it can be seen that the lower the % silt 
and fine sand, the lower the organic matter content and the slower the permeability, the larger the 
value ofK. Fine materials lend cohesiveness to a soil. It is therefore to be expected that a soil with 
a low % of silt and fine sand would not be cohesive and thus susceptible to erosion. OM tends 
'hold on' to (retain) moisture and to add cohesiveness to soil. Therefore a soil with low OM 
content would be more likely to erode. With slow permeability, water is more likely to stay on the 
soil surface and run down slope, causing erosion. With this in mind, soil 3 with its low % silt and 
very fine sand, low organic matter content and slow penneability will have the highest K factor. In 
contrast. soil 3 has the lowest K factor and soil 2 intermediate values. 
Question 2 
Good soil is essential for a productive and healthy farm. Unless farmers conserve the soil and 
prevent soil degradation, their farms will, in the long tenn, become unproductive. Today I will be 
taking a look at what we mean by the tenn soil degradation and the results of soil degradation. 
From this analysis the bt:::nefits of good soil conservation practices will be clear. However, despite 
the many obvious benefits farmers are often reluctant to implement soil conservation measures. I 
will discuss the reasons for this reluctance, and bope to persuade you, the farmer, that it will be in 
both your own interests as well as the long-tenn interest in the environment. for you to conserve 
your soils . Incentive schemes that may encourage soil conservation will also be suggested. 
Poor fann.ing practices can rapidly degrade a soil resulting in soil erosion, salinisation, chemical 
pollution and/or compaction. Since soil erosion is the most visible and most common [onn of soil 
degradation, I will concentrate on it here. Soil erosion can have effects both at the site of farming 
(onsite effects) or away from it (offsite effects). 
The main negative offsite effect of soil erosion is the accwnulation of soils on different parts of the 
landscape where it is not wanted. This can result in land being made unproductive as well as result 
in loss of storage capacity in reservoirs when they silt up. Another offsite impact is the clogging up 
of roads and drains etc. These effects are costly to rectify. 
Perhaps of more interest to yourselves are the onsite effects of soil erosion, which are numerous. 
Firstly, there is less soil in the eroded sites, and often the soil that is lost to erosion is the more 
productive topsoil. Secondly, the soils hold less nutrients. This is because the finer particles, which 
are important in maintaining the Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) of the soil are removed first 
during erosion. The CEC is a measure of the soil's ability to hold onto plant nutrients. Eroded soils 
have a low CEC and hence hold few nutrients for the crops. Both of these factors, less soils and 
less nutrients, result in lower crop yield as well as lower protein content within the crops. This wiU 
have obvious economic implications for any fanner. Furthermore, if the soil erosion processes are 
allowed to continue. land can eventually become totally unproductive - a process referred to as 
desertification. Another onsite effect of erosion is a genera110ss ofbiodiversity. 
Onsite soil degradation problems apart from soil erosion can also occur. Firstly, poor irrigation 
practices can result in the salinisation of soils. Secondly. incorrect use of fertilizers can result in 
chemical poJIution of the soils with the soils becoming toxic to crops. Thirdly. poor use of heavy 
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machinery can result in compaction of the soil. All of these practices will render the soils less able 
to support crops. 
From the above anaJysis of problems associated with soil degradation, the benefits of soil 
conservation are obvious: long term productive, stable soil that can produce both high yield crops as 
well as high quality crops. The question I would like to address now is: why do many fanners not 
have soil conservation measures in place? 
Firstly, it is recognised that soil erosion in particular is a natural phenomenon, and that one cannot 
completely prevent it. Secondly, it is difficult to measure the extent of soil erosion, and as a result 
farmers are not always aware of the extent of soil loss. Thirdly, and perhaps the most important 
factor, relates 10 economics. 
It can be shown that with the same input costs, yield is much higher on an uneroded soil compared 
with that of an eroded soil (Fig. 1). But, measures to prevent soil erosion such as contour ploughing 
and diversion terraces are expensive and it is well known that the economic benefit to the fanner for 
conserving the soil only comes after a certain period of time (Fig. 2). If time t on Figure 2 is 2-3 
years for example, it is likely most farmers would recognise that it would pay to conserve the soil. 
However, time t is usually much longer and farmers do not get any economic benefit themselves by 
conserving soils. Instead the benefit goes to later generations of farmers. The short term monetary 
gain is usually of more interest to the farmer than the long term conservation of soil for others 
(wlless perhaps it was for later generations of their own family). 
It has been shown that it is good practice, both for farming as well as long tenn survival of humans 
on the planet, to conserve soil. Since there are no immediate monetary benefits for farmers to 
conserve soi l, I run proposing to parliament the introduction of an incentive scheme in which 
farmers receive fmancial reward for their soil conservation efforts. This would offset the losses 
they would otherwise have incurred. In this way, both the farmers benefit from their good practice 
tn the short term, and the environment and all beings will benefit in the long term. A further 
legislative change I would like to see is that of the land tenure system in which ownership ofland 
by small-sca le farmers that have live on the land for many years is allowed. This wouJd ensure 
bener farming practices by these farmers. Obviously. current owners would need to be 
compensated at market related prices. 
Today I have highlighted tJle problems associated with poor farming practices and the benefits of 
good soil conservation have also been addressed. Since it is recognised that economics play a 
major role in preventing soil conservation being implemented, it has been suggested that economic 
incentives be put in place to change this. In this way the farmer will benefit in the short term and 
humanity as a whole will benefit in the long term through having a productive environment in 
which to live. 
L...fvo.\-J. 
Figure I: Crop yield on eroded and 
uneroded soils 
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Figure 2: Net financial retwns over time on soils 
with and without soil conservation methods. 
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ArM: 
TUTORIAL 1: WRITING ESSAYS 1 
IS THE WORLD OVERPOPULATED? 
To write a good introduction and conclusion to an essay. as well as cons ider issues associated with 
environmental degradat ion. 
OBJECTIVES: 
By the end of this tutorialstudents should be able to: 
• Critique introductions and conclusions for an essay 
• Wri te a good, clear introducti on and conclusion for a particular essay topic 
• Identify some causes of environmental degradation 
• Discuss the question of overpopulation in South Africa 
INTRODUCTION 
The human population has a great capacity for growth. The population is at present approximately 
6 billion, and at the c urrent rate of increase w ill double in the next 45 years~ Humans, particularly 
in the first world countries, also have an enonnous capacity to utilise resources. Environmentali sts 
and scientists believe we are depleting and degrading the earth 's natural capital at an accelerating 
rate as our IX>pu lation and demands on the earth's resources and natural processes increase 
exponentially (Tyler-Mi ll er, 1998), As a result are we impairing the sustainabili ty of the planet 's 
life support syste m for both humans and other species? Is there anything we can do about this? 
These are issues we will be discussing in this tutorial. 
EXERCISE 1 - WRITING AN ESSAY: INRODUCTION AND CONCLUSION 
You will have written many essays during your school and University careers. During the next few 
tutorials we will be building upon the essay writing skills you have already atta ined by looking both 
at the process of essay writing (how you go about it) as well as at the producf of the essay (what the 
essay itself is about) . In this tutorial we will take a look at some aspects of the essay product. 
An essay needs a good start (ti tl e and introduction) and end (conclusion), with lots of support 
material in the middle (body of the essay), The following Box states very brieny what is expected 
in each. 
BOX 1 - ESSAY STRUCTURE, PRESENTATION AND STYLE 
TITLE: 
• Brief but descriptive 
INTRODUCTION : 
• Provides background information to the topic 
• Tells reader what is in the essay 
ESSA Y PARAGRAPHS: 
• Each paragraph has a single main idea 
• Paragraphs should be in logical order 
• There should be ' now' from one paragraph to the next 
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BOX 1 - CONTINUED 
CONCLUSION: 
• Sums up the arguments of the essay 
• Does not directly repeat statements from the introduction 
• No new ideas are presented 
REFERENCESIBIBLlOGRAPH Y 
• List of material used in writing the essay 
OTHER CONTENT, WRITNG STYLE AND PRESENTATION ISSUES: 
• Each sentence clearly and logically written 
• Written in an 'academic ' and not a 'journalistic ' style 
• All relevant infonnation is present 
• irrelevant infonnation is left out 
• Diagrams and figures arc acceptable where appropriate 
• Use examples where possible 
1.1 THE INTRODUCTION TO AN ESSAY 
Read the three essay introductions below. Comment on each individually and in detail , highlighting 
good and bad points. (Source: Kneale, 1999) 
The essay title for the introductions is as follows : 
UDiscuss the impact of humans on Canadian wetland landscapes in the last 100 years'" 
Version f 
Wetlands can be described as transition zones between terrestrial landforms and 
water bodies. They resemble both uplands, due to their ability to suppOrt emergent 
plants, and aquatic regions because of the domination of the areas by water. Even 
though these highly productive areas contribute 14 per cent of Canada's toral land 
su rface, they were not thought of as having potential until the end of the last century 
because they made transport difficult whilst at the same time harbouring many deadly 
diseases. 
Version 1. 
Due to the ever-increasing population and rapidity of land use change the 
prevalence of wetland areas (wetlands are a transition between landforms and 
water bodies) is depleting. Within urban areas wetlands are often the last to be 
developed and as cities have expanded through this century there has been a rush 
to fill these in too. It is man 's impact that particularly over the last century has 
influenced them most. Many have been depleted due to their site near to ma in 
rivers. coasts and bays. and therefore have been developed due to their necessary 
use for transportation. The conversion of lakes and reservoirs has also added to 
this. This essay will examine some of the impacts on wetlands in the last 100 years . 
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VerSion :.. 
Canadian wetlands are extensive but vulnerable to exploitation and reclamation 
(Environment Canada 20 I 0) . The pressures of agriculture, drainage schemes, urban 
development. forestry and peat harvesting have significantly reduced their extent 
and this has had an impact on the wildlife which use wetla nds as permanent or 
migration habitats. This essay will assess the extent and processes of change using 
examples from wetlands across Canada. and then focus on the particular issues 
raised by the Copetown Bog near Ontario. As this case reveals, there are grounds 
for optimism as the significance of wetlands, and the need to conserve them. are 
nationally and internationally recognised . 
Version I : Comments (4 marks) 
Version 2: Comments (4 marks) 
Version 3: Comments (4 marks) 
1.2 CONCLUSION 
Read the four essay conclusions below. Again, comment on each individually and in detail, 
highlighting good and bad points. 
IDI 
Version I 
It is therefore possible to see that people have had a mega impact on the landscape 
as the land devoted to agriculture quadrupled and there was an explosion in urban 
development. This impact was caused by the discovery that wetlands have many 
important values and perform many worthwhile functions . The componentS of the 
system are seen to be interconnected. and that destruction of one part of the 
system will have effects. probably adverse elsewhere in the system. This has meant 
that for the last 2S years there has been less damage. but only a great deal of time 
and conservation will reverse the extraordinary explOitation that has occurred on 
Canadil's wedand landscapes. 
Version 2 
All in all, there has been a lot of pressure on Canadian wetlands over the past 
hundred years due to human impact. but things look set to improve. with talk. and 
actions, of restoring many wedands areas, and also new international regulations and 
laws for their protection. 
Version 3 
In addition to the impacts I have considered. threats likely to continue or increase 
include the harvesting of black spruce (Piceo mariono) , use of wetlands for 
wastewater treatment, burnin~ which may lead to the loss to native species and the 
invasion of Eurasian weed species, and increased accumulation of sulphur and heavy 
metals from acid rain . The impact of people has led to the loss. or serious 
degradation. of these vulnerable ecosystems which are effectively a non-renewable 
resource. The recreation and educational value of wetlands has been discussed. 
There is a dilemma for managers here, who need to protect the ecology of sites 
while giving appropriate access for eco-touristS, hikers. ornithologiStS. fishermen and 
hunters, Good et al. (1978) pointed OUt that much wetland management derived 
from common sense rather than science. In 1999 the science base has increased, the 
comple)Cities of ecosystems interactions are better understood. The RAMSAR 
Convention has provided valuable guidelines for wetland preservation but there is 
still much to be done to prevent further wetland destruction. 
Version 4 
Canadian wetlands were drastically altered by the intervention of humans. Seventy 
per cent have been reclaimed for a variety of purposes including agriculture, urban 
development, industry, energy development and harvesting. There is a consequent 
loss of habitat and reduced species diversity. Recent changes in human use of 
wetlands have led to some abandoned agricultural sites being returned to wetland 
but agriculture is still the dominant actiVity. 
Version 1: Comments (3 marks) 
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Version 2: Comments (3 marks) 
Version 3: Comments (3 marks) 
Version 4: Comments (3 marks) 
1.3 YOUR OWN LNTRODUCTlON AND CONCLUSION 
Read the material provided at the end of this tutorial. Having been asked to write an essay entitled: 
""The population is the main cause of environmental degradation" 
Discuss this statement" 
provIde a well thought-out. well-structured introduction for this essay title. (10 marks) 
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Although you do not need to write the essay in full , think carefully about what you would write in 
the main body of the essay. Now, write a concluding paragraph for the above essay title. 
(6 marks) 
EXERCISE 2 - OVERPOPULATION IN SOUTH AFRICA? 
Using the material provided. as well as your own knowledge of south Africa. try to explain why the 
author B Klugman feels there should be a resources policy in SA rather than a population policy. 
You do not need to write thi s, but it will form the basis for your tutorial discussion. 
References: 
Kneale, P ( 1999) Study skills for Geography students. Amold, New York 
Tyler-Miller, G ( 1998) Living in the environment: Principles, connections and solutions. lOth ed. 
Wadsworth, New York. 
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FiguI'e 1.16 Two rypes at overpopulalion based on the relative Importance et the factors In 
Irle model shOwn In Figure 1-15. Circle SlZe shoWs relative Importance 01 each lactOl". People 
overpopulaoon IS caused mostly by grOWing numbers ot people Consumption ovefpepvlallOn 
IS caused IfXJSIty by growing aHluence (resource consumptIOn) 
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• PcroeTty (Tt" unduconsumption of rtSOurcrs by the poor. 
This is a result of our failure to achieve a more 
just distribution of global income (Figure 1-6) that 
meets everyone's basic needs. 
• lnefficirncy. This iIwolves massive waste of ener .. 
gy, water, and other resources.. 
• Addiction tofossil f llels. llUs applies especially to 
oil and coal . 
• OoersimplijicatiDlI of Earth 's lift support systems. 
The key factor here is excessive reduction of bio-
diversity. 
• Poor poJitiall and economic management. This 
involves our failure to encourage Earth-sustain-
ing forms of economic development and discour-
age Earth-degrading fonns of economic and pop .. 
ulation growth . 
• Failure to have market prices rcpreSCltt the overall 
nwiromuental cost of an economic good or service, 
1lUs promotes inefficiency and depletion of Earth 
capital for short .. term profit by concealing the 
harmful effects of the products we buy. 
• Our urge to dominate and control natllre. 
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Figure 4.17 Comrollin8 our population 2nd n::sources-theft: may be mo~ than 0Il~ side to the ~. 
Sourcc=: Asian ~ Fonan on Development. 
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The question of numbers 
E very child that is born needs educa- I 
tion, food, water. clothing, shelter. ! 
transport. health care, recreational fa-
cili ties, and later. a job. 
This translates into the consump-
tion of a lot of natural resources over a 
lifetime. The growing population uses 
ever more water, land for agriculture, 
meat production, roads and housing, 
and resources such as coal, o il. wood. 
s teel. cotton , and paper. In 30 years 
time there will be twice a5 many peo-
ple on the planet, eating three times as 
much food and using four times as 
much energy. With the Earth 's carry-
ing capacity already strained, it is 
likely that more people will face fam-
ine. and wars will increasingly be 
fought over ever sca rcer resources like 
land and water. 
Rapid population growth in Africa 
means that economies must grow by 
3% per annum to maintain constant 
incomes. South Africa's economy 
needs to grow by a minimum of 5% per 
annum just 10 stop unemployment in-
creasing. SA has had a negative 
growth rate for several years, and the 
economy would need to grow by an 
average of 7 - 8 percent per annum 
over the next ID years to provide jobs 
and a decent standard of living for all 
its people. This is unlikely to happen. 
South Africa's arable land and 
water resources are alreadv under 
pressure. Both are scarce: only 10% of 
the land in South Africa is considered 
arable and even less has high agricuJ-
turaI potential. :'vios! cities and indus-
trial areas are on good agricultural 
land, decreasing land available to 
grow food for the growingpopulation. 
Rapidly growing populations, 
such as those in Africa, havea majority 
of young people. Over half South AI-
rica 's population is under fifteen, plac-
ing a great burden on the economica lly 
active to feed, clothe, house and edu-
cate so manv children. It also means 
that the population level will take 
some time to stabilise, as the present 
generation have still to produce chil-
dren. It is important to show the youth 
the benefits of smaller families. _ 
The question of consumption 
O ver consumption and waste of re-
sources in the North and by the 
wealthy minority in the South is a se-
rious threat to the global environment. 
Eighty percent of current consump-
tion of resources is attributed to 20% of 
the Earth 's population. The average 
European 's Westyle produces 2 000 
times more toxic waste than that of the 
average African subsistence farmer. If 
these levels continue, the 57 million 
people born into a high--consumption 
lifestyle In the 1990s will pollu te the 
Earth more than the 911 million born 
during the same period in the South. 
Apart from the global effects of 
over consumption in the North, such 
~ _ .... 
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as increased carbon diOXide levels. 
stratosphenc ozone depletion and 
toxic effluents, this consumption also 
degrades the environment in the 
South. Japan reached its 30 million 
population limit, in terms of natural 
resources, in the eighteenth century. 
Today it supports a population of 130 
million - by importing raw matenals 
from its developing neighbours. 
, . 
TIle world's largest consumer of 
tropical forest products, Japan is the 
main cause of rapid deforestation in 
Thailand, lndonesia, Phillipines and 
Malaysia. Japan exports industrial 
pollution world wide in the form of 
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and eiectroruc assembly planls, and 
chemical industries. 
Exploitation of natural resources 
to promote industrial growth can ne-
gate the positive impact of decreasing 
population growth. Thailand has re-
duced its fertility rates by half since the 
19605, but its environment continues 
to be degraded by industrialisation 
and severe soil erosion from logging 
-developments spearheaded by Japa-
nese firms. 
Everyone needs to contribute to 
global environmental sustainability, 
but the over consumers need to con-
tribute more. and sooner. than the un· 
der consumers . _ 
High med,um and low 10"9 tenT! population 
pro,ectJOfls art based on drtf«>ng 
anumpllons. rh. UN prOIKlIOn 
of 10.2 bllhon anume-s 
• glob .. 1 1~lhty ,ale 
01 two d"ld,en per 














South Africa & the World 
S outh Africa's population is ap-
proaching·lD million. with an average 
annual grow th rate of 2.3 percent . 
Over 2 100 people are born every day. 
The average fertility rate (the n~mber 
of children born to each woman) is 
between four and fiv\! . Three for ur-
ban, six for rural women. At this rate 
the total population will double in 20 
to 30 years. 
Although South Africa's popula-
tion growth rate is [O\\ler than most 
other coun tries in sub-Saharan Africa, 
I it IS f.:lf highe r than the industrialised 
I 
countries (0.6 percent) or even the 
world average of l.6 percent. 
111e causes of South Africa's high 
population growth rate resemble 
those in the rest of the world - high 
illiteracy, espec ially among women, 
poverty and the low social s tanding of 
women in society. 
South Africa 's uniqueness lies in 
the \Vay apartheid entrenched in-
equality among different sectors of the 
population in law - denying the ma-
jority access to land and services like 
water, education, and health care, Un-
popular and insensitive governn1ent 
departmen ts have tried unsuccess-
fully to promote contraception and 
famiiy pianning, creating hostIlity to 
these practices . Meanwhile, the white 
minority elite occupy most of the land, 
drive most of the cars, and consume 
mos t of the electricitv. 
Global population 
World population is now 5.-U billion 
and is expected to reach 7 billion by 
2010. China has the largest population, 
at 1.16 billion, followed by Ind ia (882 
million). GSA (255 million}, Indonesia 
(184 mill ion), Brazil (150 million), Rus-
sia (149 million) and Japan (130 mil-
lion). 
A recent study shows that birth-
ra tes in nearly every nation in northern 
and western Europe, in Canada and 
the USA. Australia and New Zealand 
are rising, after reaching record lows 
in the 1980s. There are several causes 
including immigrants who favour 
larger families, and the high numbers 
of divorced people remarrying and 
starting new fam ilies. Rich countries 
thal had relativel y high birth rates 
such as Italy and Spain have shown 
recent sharp drops. Italian women 
now bear an average of 1.26 ch ildren , 
while the Spanish average is 1.24. This 
is well below the population replace-
ment le\'el of 2.1. Scientists attribu te 
these drops to legalisa tion of birth con-
trol and abortion, higher numbers of 
working women and a desi re fo r 
smaller families. 
Worldwide, women average four 
children, though in parts of Africa the 
average is as high as eight or 10. 
The biggest recent d rop m bIrth 
rates is in L.atin America and east As ia. 
Korea's fertility rate has fallen from an 
average of 6.1 per woman to 2.) over 
the past 25 years. Sri Lanka's dropped 
by nearly 40 percent between 1960 and 
1985, to 1 . .J. percent, despite a low per 
capita GNP. TI,e d rop is a ttribu ted to 
the government's policy of addreSSing 
the needs of the poor, providing free 
and subsidised basic foods, and pro-
moting education and jobs for women. 
This reduced infant mortality, in-
creased life expectancy and raised the 
adult IJteracy rale to 87 percent. 
China. with the largest population 
on Earth has legislation limiting cou-
ples to one child . Popula tion growth is 
now close 10 zero, with an average of 
two children per woman. 
Such d rastic measures have had 
far-reaching social consequences. 
Giris, always discriminated against, 
are su ddenly even less desirab le. 
Abortions of female foetuses are com-
mon. Men now outnumber women, 
and there are fears that hundreds of 
thousands of men will be unable to 
find w i ... ·es. This may increase existing 
problems of abductions, forced mar-
riages, and slavery of women and 
young giIls. 
In general non-voluntary and co-
ercive programmes have had un fa-
vo urable poli tieal and social 
consequences. Bangladesh, Mexico , 
Puerto Rico and India are amonfl 
countries that have tried such pro-
grammes. 
Nol a ll peoples a.re growing ir 
numbers. Many mdlgenous group~ 
face the threat of extinction. There an 
now around 300 000 Aborigina l pea· 
p ie in Australia, down from an esti· 
mated one to two million two hundrec 
years ago. Brazilian tribes face similal 
declines due to exposure to previous l) 
unknown diseases and loss of land~ 
and traditional lifesty les . • 
Birth rate (per Death rate (per Natural increase Fertility rate (per Infant mortality rate Per capita GNP 
1,000) 1.000) (percent) women) (U5S) 
Kenya 46 7 3.8 6.7 62 360 
Ivory COilst 51 14 3.7 7.4 96 740 
Zamb ia 51 14 3.8 7.2 80 290 
Tanzanl.::l 51 14 3.7 7.1 106 160 
South Africa 34 8 2.25 4' 73 2.530 
West Germany 11 11 -0.0 1.4 7.5 18,530 
East Germany 13 13 0.0 1.7 8.1 n,(I . 
Bulgaria 13 12 0.1 2.0 13.5 n, 
Italy 10 9 0.1 I.) 9.5 13.320 
Sweden 14 11 0.2 2.0 5.8 19,1 SO 
South Africa's infant mortality rate is d ouble that o f co untries with similar GNP per capita feveb. With high illiteracy rates, particularly 
a mongst w omen, low status for women, poor basic health services and unequal distribution of wealth and resources, South Africa score~ 
badly in m ost areas regarded as critical for the achielOemellt of low population growth rates. 
Further reading : Walden 8ello, Population Control - the re<ll culpri ts and victims, Third World Resurgence no 33, May 1993 
Pau l Harrison, The Third Revolution - population, environment and a sustainable world, Penguin, 1992 
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What causes high birth rates? 
Poverty and social ine quality 
When women and children lack health 
ra te of 73 per 1000 live births, 38 more 
than the world average for countries of 
comparable wealth. Only 63% of SA 
children are immunised against mea-
sles, a killer disease among poor, un-
dernourished children. Lack of dean 
I 
I faci li ties, dean drinking water and 
sanita tion, birth rates are likely to be 
high. If cl woman is afraid of losing 
ch ildren to malnutrition or common 
childhood diseases. she is likely to bear 
more, to ensure that some reach adult-
hood. As cl resu lt poorer, less educated 
people, those least able to afford big 
families. generall y have many chil-
dren . 
drinking water and sanitation in rural 
a reas and informal settlements a lso I 
take their toll. Sub-Saharan Africa av-
This often leads to tremendous 
e rages 183 infant deaths per 1000 live 
births, while that for the world is 97. 
hardship . Poorer famil ies favour boys Status o f women 
whenit comesto education.Thislumts In paternalistic societies it may be 
0ppo!'h.U1i ties for girls, ensurin g that hard for a woman to teU her husband 
their social s tatus remains low and is th at she does not wan t to bear more 
linked to motherhood. The downwa rd children. In South Africa, migrant \a-
spITC'li continues. Many families cannot bourand traditional culture mean that 
cope w ith the stresses and children men may have m ore than one w ife. 
end up on the streets, unloved .md and up to 20 children. Many children 
uncared for. Around the world there m ay be an impo rtant soc ia l indicator 
areanestimilted 100millionstreetchil- of a man's virility, or s tatus. In rural 
dren. I a reas, women and children work the 
Solllh .-\fric<1 has an infant mortalitv ! fie lds, collect firewooU dIld wate r. and 
Solutions 
I nequality and ponrty go hand-in-
hand with high fertility rates. while 
nsmg It\ 'm~ st<lnd<lrds and IOcomes 
generally ensure a lovvering of popu-
lation growth rates . However, rapid 
economic g rov.,th in pursuit of the 
northern model is not the answer. 
\rVhile industrialis.lhon imd economic 
growth there ha\·e led to lower birth 
rates and stable populations. the high 
le\'els 01 consumption nega te any 
positin;' endronmental ben efits. 
In southem cOtlnlries \vhere popu-
lation ~ro\\'th rate.!> have come down 
in situations oi moderate economic 
growth. Increasmg .1\·erage national 
i.ncome has n(lt been as important as 
the e,,-tent tn which mcreased income 
::iirectly beneh!s o rdllla ry people, es-
pecially women. 
\o\'omcn need better social status, 
?conomic rights and access to educa-
tion . Walden Bello of Food First points 
:lllt that investments in female educa-
tIon ha\'e some ot the highest returns 
'or dC\'elopment .lnd the ennron-
:nent. In countries where rew women 
reccl\'e secondary education, the aver-
1ge woman has !:Ieven child ren . but 
.vhere -l0 pe rcent Of women have sec-
Jnda ry t!duca tion, the 3ver.lge drops 
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to three children, even alter control-
ling fo r factors such as income. 
Access to birth control is every 
woman 's right. Women need access to 
clinics and well-trained and sympathetic 
health-care workers. Planned parent-
hood ensures that each chUd is wanted 
and provided for . With fewer children 
and longer intervals between births. 
m others and children are h ealthier and 
child morta lity rates drop. 
It is important that bi rth control 
programm es a llow free choice and ac-
cess to health ca re and ed uca tion and 
a re not imposed by government. 
Above all. we need to remember 
that lowering b irth ra tes a lone will not 
stop the planet sliding towards eco-
logical ruin. Just as crucial is the need for 
the rich to lower consum ption levels 
drastica Uv . Clean and renewable en -
e rgy, recycWlg. waste reduction and ap-
propriate technologies need to become 
the nonn rather than the exception. 
Short and long term 
Popula tion growth increases em'i ron-
mental impact in many ways. Slowing 
that growth redu ces the damage. Bu t 
action now w il l only produce effects in 
tend younger children and the e lderly. 
Women number half the global 
population, their earnings are one 
tenth of men's, they own 1 percen t of 
property an d are two-thirds of the 
world's illiterates. They do most of the 
labo ur. Even in developed countries . 
women earn less tha n men for the 
same work. 
Global economic systems 
Cash crops replace food crops and 
fragile soils a re degraded as develop-
ing nations struggle 10 service debts 
they cannot repay. Trade barrie rs in 
developed countries and depressed 
prices for primary products fo rce them 
furthe r into debt. Economic s tructural 
adjustment programmes (ESAPs) 
force poor countries to red u ce spend-
ing on social services. The resu lt is an 
ever-deepening cycle of poverty, eco-
logical degradation, illiteracy and high 
population growth. _ 
20 o r more years. In the shorter term, 
o ther measures wi ll have a greater im-
pact - reducing consumption, using 
sus tainable techn o logies, halting d e-
forestation, attacking poverty and in-
equality, introducing land refonn. 
In the medium to long term , red uc-
ing population growth can have a big 
impact. To do this. governments and 
development agencies need to focus 
atten tion on enhancing the rights. edu-
cation and health of women and chil-
dren. This will improve the well-being 
ot people and the environment. And 
because results a re s lmv in coming, 
action is needed n ow. 
In nature, when the population of a 
species grows until it is ou t o f ba lance 
with its surroundings. there is a die off 
due to disease, predation, lack of food, 
or decreased fertili ty rates. We mus t re-
member that the human race is a species 
of animal . The only difference is our 
ability to reason and therefore change. 
Perhaps there is time to con trol our 
numbers, and our destructive patterns 
of behaviour and consumption. If w e 
cannot, Mother Na ture w ill do it for us 
on a global sca le. Sadly, before we go, 
many other animals and plants will 
have disappeared . • 
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AIM: 
TUTORJAL 2: ESSAY WRITING 2 
ARE ALL TREES GREEN? 
To provide a good essay plan as well as recognise and be able to debate the environmental issues 
associated with the forestry industry. 
OBJECTIVES: 
By the end of this tutorial students should be able to: 
• Provide a detailed plan, in the form of a spider diagram. for an essay. 
• Identify environmental issues associated with the forestry industry. 
• Argue these issues effectively in a debate. 
• Appreciate that the same set offacls (data) can be viewed in very different ways depending 
upon the person 's perspective (world view). 
INTRODUCTION 
Exotic trees such as gum, pine and wattle are planted across large tracts of land in South Africa 
where the climate and soils arc suitable. These trees are used locally to make paper and produce 
timber products. and the wood is also exported for use overseas. There are contrasting views as to 
what effect and how much of an effect the forestry industry has on our environment. 
You have been provided with two readings associated with this issue. The first, by the 
environmental journalist Maria Johns, refers to the plantations as "green wastelands" and states that 
some plantations destroy biodiversity, waste our water resources and are a threat to ecotourism. 
The second article by Susan Celliers, which is a response to the first article, states that plantations 
are a renewable resource, they improve air quality, enrich soil and prevent soi l erosion, and that the 
the forestry industry has contributed to many environmental , conservation and ecotourism 
initiatives. 
EXERCISE I: PLANNING AN ESSAY OF YOUR OWN - THE PROCESS 
An essay is not merely a collection of recalled facts . To write an essay you have to re-organise 
infonnation and put facts together in a NEW WA Y according to a particular TI-lEME. The material 
needs to be ORDERED and LINKED in a way that follows the theme, and is clear to the reader (see 
pages 18-23 of your GUIDELfNES book). 
The following Box suggests a process for planning and writing an essay. 
I 1 I 
BOX 1: PROCESS FOR PLANNING AND WRITING AN ESSA Y 
• FAMILIARISE yourself with the material 
• RECALL and write down as many key words as possible that may have anything to do wi th the 
essay in question 
• RE-ORGANISE the information you have recalled by thinking about what you are required to 
DO with the key words so that you will follow the theme of the essay 
• PLAN an outline of the essay by grouping key words together under specific headings. to form 
a hierarchical list or a mind map (see pgs 28 & 29 of your GUlDELfNES book) 
• EXPAND the topics in your essay plan, preferably one paragraph per topic 
• CHECK that each paragraph is built on one main topic or concept , and MODIFY if necessary 
• CHECK that the information flows well from one topic (paragraph/section) to the next , and 
PROVIDE LINKS where necessary 
• ROUND OFF the essay by writing an INTRODUCTION and CONCLUSION 
1.2 - PLANNING AND PROCESSING INFORMATION 
Read both art icles on the forestry industry and decide which side of the debate you would like to 
argue: 
"The forestry industry has many benefits for the social, physical and economic environment" 
OR 
"The foreS1:ry industry is barmful to the social, physical and economic environment" 
In the space on the following page, provide a plan of the essay either in a well ordered hierarchical 
li st or in a mind map or ' spider diagram' (see pg 28 ofGUlDELlNES book) to suit the overall 
structure of the topic. (NB: this must have sufficient information that the reader has some idea 
of what will be said in each paragraph. For example, if you were arguing for the forestry 
industry and wanted 10 make the point that the industry has found ways to improve yield - there are 
at least six points that can be made under this heading and each should be mentioned briefly by 
using key words. Examples can be mentioned too. If you feel a single page is too small for your 
essay plan, you may do it on a separate, larger sheet of paper to be handed in). (30 marks) 
You will be having a debate on thi s issue in the c lass. Come prepared to participate actively in the 
debate. 
SO llrce: Afncan EnVlronme11l & Wildlife. Voll. No 3 (/993) 




A R E A LL T RE E S GR E EN? 
The South African forestry industry would 
lik.e us to believe thallheir plantations are 
good/or (he environment, Yet conservationists 
argue that the same planrarions destroy 
biodiversiry, squander our precious water 
and could be a threal to ecolOurism. They are 
norhing but 'lJreen deserts', argue some 
concerned if/dividuals. but 'green wastelands ' 
would be more ape than a comparison with 
DO!':" p,ant a tree for Arbor Day, Pull one out', says Professor Braam van Wyk, botanist and campaign-
er for biodivetslt'j'. A heresy? Maybe it would sound so 
to some. bllt no·one loves trees more than Braam van 
Wyk and he is simply debunking the blanket notion 
that all trees are good. To him this Is not only naive but 
dangerous - it may be ddurestation that Is destroying 
blodiversllY in the Amazon rainforest but in South Afri· 
ca b:odlversity is being destroyed by 100 many exotic 
trees {n the lorm of plantations. 
'By all means plant some mdigenous trees in your 
garden to attract birds', says Van WyK. 'Plam trees 
where t:ees used to occur. but pull out all the alien {no 
vaders such as syrlnga, cluster and black wattle, espe· 
c:ally wncn they occur close to nvets and weUands. 
'And don't be seduced by those green blankets 01 
pine and eucalyptuS trees that almost entirely smother 
the eastern Transvaal escarpment. They could be one 
01 South Afnca's biggest environmental cataStrOphes.' 
EPTE M8ER 'OCTOBER lee) VOl I 1'10 ) 
The spotlight on forestry 
TEXT Br MARIA }OHNS 
A regfmenT ofexotfc pfnes. NOle 
rhe needle·strewn planrillionjloor, 
barren t/uf {or afew Slrif8E/y weeds. 
An oribi. Oureblil ourebl . an 
anteloIN! oftht hl8h 8riUsfallds, 
set ilgamsr a dry winter landscape 
in lhejoorllills ofrhe Natal 
DrilkensberG. an areill!armarl::ed 
for massIVe ajjoreslarion. 
deserts - there is more biodiversftv in a le ..... 
square metres 0/ the Namib Desert than in 
an entire plantation. The way forestry is 
regulated, foresters could plant up (he final 
remaining one per cent of grass/and le./!. 
destroy all the Red Data species contained 
in this threatened blame, and there is 
nothing in the way the law is currently 
practised, to prevent them from doing so. 
According to botanist Peta Masson, photographs of 
the Sabie area last century showed extensive gra~lands 
and a virtual absence of plantations. Before 1875 these 
beautiful gra~lands were home to a hosl 01 species 
with high levels of endemism and diversity (the majori· 
ty of the J 10 escarpment endcmics arr momane grass· 
land species). 
The blue swallow. Hirulldo ;mgolensis, and broad· 
tailed warbler, Schoenicola brevirosins. found almost 
exclusively In grasslands, were not endangered then. 
AlSo among the indigenous flora and fauna that once 
thrived but are now rare, are plants such as C/ivia cau· 
lescens, Gladiolus exiguus var. micranthil and Wa(so· 
nta transvaafensis, and animals such as the orib!, Oure· 
bia ourebi, mountain reedbuck, Redullca julvoru/ula 
and Gunning's golden mole, Amblysomus gunningi 
Then, in ] 875, commercial afforestation began. 
Uttle by little the pretty alpine highlands turned into a 
monotonous green. The first to complain were local . 
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The forestry industry replies 
TFXT B I' SUS AN CELLlER 
(jo r UIt! En~lronmenul Workmg Group 0/ the Fores/n' Council 
PHOTOGRAPHS BY LES BUSH 
Critics of the South African forestry industry 
would have us think {hat plantar/ons are 
merely green wastelands - a (otal 
enVironmental disaster. A closer look shows 
that forestry actually helped to initiate environ 
mental awareneSS5 in this coumry~ and that it 
contributes significantly to conservation and 
ecolOurism. A renewable resource, trees ----•• ~--------... ......... -_ .. 
. p reservation as an environmental policy is a dead 
duck - it's JUSt not possible In the real world,' says 
a prominent env1ronmental economist. 'Most environ-
mentalists have finally realized that there are trade· 
ofts: In the rcal world with all its imperfections we 
need to find a balance between industry and conserva' I 
tion , development and preservation. Any change in j 
land·use from natural grassland or bush, whether it is I 
to maize, sugaHane or lI"ees, inevitably resultS in a re· I 
duction in biodiversity and also a change in the rype of 
planrs, mammals and b1rds that live in the area. If we I 
had to Import all of the maize, sugar. wood and paper I 
products we as a society need, how could we ever I 
hope 10 afford it? 
To survive economically, countries have to strive for 
self·sufficiency, which means that some land has to be : 
used for agriculture, foresU)', industry and housing. In I 
a country where the politically disenfranchised majority 
is clamouring for land refonn, demanding a chance to 
own and run its own economically viable farms, it is 
unlikely that a new government wi!! dC(ide lO set aside 
remaining grasslands for the benefit of overseas ecotou, 
rists who want to see the 'real 
Africa', regardless of the 'latex' 
this could earn. 
One has only to look at the 
·AtTlcan !lower garden' of multi· ! 
coloured plastic packets stuck 11 
(0 the stubble, which is all lhat 
s left of the overgrazed grass· I 
and s In many areas, and to 
Natch the rivers run brown and 
hick wiih soil to the sea after it 
ams to k.'10W that $oUl.h Africa 
; In big uouble environmental· I 
i. and that this uouble comes 
rom many social, economic I 
nd political sources. I 
Human aspi rations and un· I 
on trolled population growth 
-e the real threats to our natur-
heritage, not the growth of 
le foresuy industry. 'Over the 
~xt 20 to 30 years, the Indus· 
f coulo double its output,· says 1 
to." U A RY H&RUA R1' 10Q~ VOL.2 to." o 1 
Maria John's article, 
Are All Trees Green? Which 
appeand in Africa -
Environment & Wildlife, 
September/ October 1993, 
VoL I No. 3, provoked a sfl4rp 
responsejrom the jorestry 
industry, and, as 
readers Will il.[rea.dy have 
noted, we offend the industry 
the opportunity to respond. 
T7lis they do In the 
/OffOWin.g article. ED. 
Below Forest recreatIon is 
groWIng In populimty. 
Shady canopy cover is d haven for 
backpack.ers. 
improve air quality, purify water, enrich SOl 
and prevent erosion. With its growing 
I emphasIS on waste-paper recycling and its 
! potential jor social uplijtmem through smal 
. I grower schemes and through low·cost 
I : housing, forestry is an imponam, environ· 
I 
mentally and socially responsible industry 
jar {he new South Africa. 
I 
I 
1 Mike Edwards, execuuve director of the Forest Owr 
! Association. But thiS does not mean we will double 
area planted. The industry has formulated a th r 
pronged approach to achieving this increased outPUt 
'First, the indUStry'S research into silviculture a 
uee breeding will dramatically Improve yields from I 
Isting areas. All t~e major foresuy companies- plus fc 
I OT five research institutes and univel'5ity departmel 
: have scientists al work breeding new, superior clOl 
I hybrids to plant in eXIsting forestry areas. and discovt 
l ing better methods of site preparation, weed contr 
I and fertilization. 
. The possibilities for improved yields on existing sit 
are tremendous - 30 10 50 per cent from improv£ 
si te-species matching alone according to Martin He 
bert, silvlculturist at the Institute for Commercial For, 
I 
I suy Research (lCFR). And fertilization at planting ca 
I Increase the harvest by four to seven tons per hectal 
I 
I Just for wattle bark. 
I 
To that, add another 65 per cent increase from genE 
tic developments. Reports tree breeder Dave james 
'The genetically improved trees grow faster, 50 al 
eight-year rotation is reduced tt 
five years - in three cycles, YOt 
have gained a cycle.· 'Second, 
according to Mike Edwards, 'ar 
increase in wood and waste·pa-
per recycling will significantly 
reduce the need to cut down 
uees to produce our products.' 
The fo restry Industry inltiat· 
ed the dnve 10 recycle waste 
paper In this country by the in-
toductlon of consumer collec 
tion schemes to recover paper. 
According to a report by man -
agement consultant Louis Hey!. 
some South African paperboard 
ml!ls have as much as a 70 to 
80 per cent intake of waste pa 
per, and there is a push to bring 
others up to this level. The re-
port further estimates thai, cur· 
rently in South Africa, waste· 
pa per u tilization is around .. 
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APPENDIX 7 
Tutorial three (second iteration) 
11 6 
A IM 
TUTORIAL 3: ESSAY WRITING 3 
GENETICALLY MOD IFIE D O RGAN ISMS 
The aim orthe tutorial is both to improve essay writing skill s as well as to ga in some understanding 
or issues related 10 genetically modified organisms (GMO·s). 
LEARN ING OBJECTI VES 
B~ the end of this tulOrial yOll shou ld be ab le [0: 
• Plan an essay in the form ofa spider diagram or hierarchical m3p or li st 
• Wri te a bl'iefessay on an aspect ofGMO·s. 
• Express a rc?sonecl opinion on issues related to GMO's. 
INTRODUCTI ON 
During this course you will be eXtlminlllg various aspects of biodlversity - which refers to the 
\'ar icl! of genes. species. ecosystems and ecologica l processes. It is recognised that SOllth Ali'ica 
has a unique biological diversity which is of internationaL national and local value and sign ificance. 
III a recent pol icy document relating to the conservation of biod iversity here in South Africa (White 
Paper on the conservation and sustainable use of SA 's biologica l diversi ty. May 1997). the first goal 
was to "conserve the d iversity of landscapes. ecosystems. habi tats. commun it ies. popll lations and 
genes or interest. the issue of genetically modified organisms (GMO's) was specifica ll: 
considered as part of this goal and it was suggested that legislation be deve loped to ensure the sa fe 
usage ofGMO's in th is country. This tutor ial will be taking a look atjllst some of the issues related 
\0 GMO·s. 
In this tutorial you \\ ill be readi ng a select ion of material on GMO's obtained from the follo\\ ing 
"cb s1tes : 
hIp: www.thecampaign.org / 
htp: w ...... \N .genetica llymodi fiedfood/organis1l1s index 
hIp: I/ ww\\ .easd.org.za /sapol di ve rsi ty3 ,hlm1 
11Ip: w"'" \\ .1ll0nSClllto 
Using the readi ngs provided. and the sk ill s yOll have lea rned in the previolls two tutorial s. :011 are 
required 10 pl a n and w r ite the fo ll owing essay which should be one or two pages in length. 
"Ocscr-ibc th ~ poss ib h.' effec ts o f GMO's on human hea lth ~Ind th e ph ysic:11 cnv ir'o nm ent " 
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EXERCISE 1- ESSAY PLAN (IOmarksl 
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EXERCI SE 2 - WRITING THE ESSA Y 
The cr ite ri a YO ll \vill be assessed on in your essa~ are as fol lows: 
STYLE. LAYOUT AND PRESENTATION: 
• I ntl'oduction 
• Does it int roduce the topic? 
• Is it clear from the introduction what the essay is about: 
• C onclusion 
• 
• Did it slImmarise and follow from the main argument in the essay? 
• Were there any new ideas (there should not be)? 
Body of essay 
• Were sentences clearl y and logically written? 
• Does each paragraph have a single ma in idea? 
• Are paragraphs/ ideas in a logical order? 
• Were diagrams need and used? Were they helpful ? Were the) 
referred to in the text? 
CONTENT 
• Did the essay answer the question? 
• Was relevant information presented? 
• Was the re good coverage of the topic? 
• Was material included that was not direct ly related to the topic 
( it should not be)? 






NOTE: marks are eq ually proponioned between sty le and content. 




SI'CGESTED I)I SCL'SS ION TOPI CS/QUESTIONS 
( III hI;.' dIS(u:,~ed duri n g. the tutorial with ~our tutor and peers) 
, 
-' 
\\ "h;1\ or "ho is ~IOn:ianlO: 
\\ 'h<lt is terminator technology': Why has it been introduced? 
\\"11:11 is Ihe ' polluter pays ' principle'? Ho\\ does this appl y to GMO' s? 
\\ 'hat an.' pe:'l ic icial potmoes? Do you think YOll would like to eat them? Give reasons fo r your 
;1115\\ er. 
])0 ~uu think GIV10' s are the all s\\cr to \\orld food shonages? Justify your ;HlS\\Cr. 
Do) Cll kno\\ \\ hat the c urrent legis lat ion in SA is fo r Oil GMO' s? Do you think i1 provides 
!) ufli l..: icllt protec tion for cons lImers? Justify your answer. 
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READING 1 
Genetically modified organisms (htp:/lwww.geneticallymodifiedfoodlorganisms index) 
Scientists have the power to take a gene from one organism and put it into an entirely different species. It 
is already having a dramatic impact on the production of new drugs and researchers are now altering the 
crops that are used to make our most basic foods . It should make the products on supermarket shelves 
tastier and healthier. But there are those who fear genetically-modified organisms (GMOs) will only 
damage the environment and make us ill. 
Genetic Engineering (htpJ/www.thecampaign.org/) 
Genetic engineering is the process of artificially tampering with the genes of an organism. Through geneli 
engineering, scientists insert the gene of one organism into another in an effort to replicate characteristics 
in the receiving organism. So, for example, genetic engineers have added genes from the flounder (a 
fish) to tomatoes in an attempt to give tomatoes a longer shelf life. Genetic engineers also plan to use the 
technology to improve nutrition and even come up with medical benefits. But some biotechnology 
companies are also using genetic engineering to produce crops that can withstand increased amounts of 
pesticides, often pesticides sold by those very same companies. 
Farmers have used crossbreeding- interbreeding between two varieties of the same or similar species-
to improve crops and animals for thousands of years. Genetic engineering, though, offers a radical new 
twist on this theme. In crossbreeding, farmers don't stray far between species. Broccol i can be crossbred 
with cauliflower, for example, but not an eggplant. And certainly, no one would ever try to crossbreed a 
tomato with a fish. Through genetic engineering, these natural barriers have been blown away--with, some 
scientists say, unpredictable results . 
READING 2: GM food: Head to head (htp:l/www.geneticallymodifiedfood/organismsindex) 
Controversy over genetically-modified (GM) food is reaching ever-greater heights. 
We brought the two opposing sides of the GM argument together in a head-ta-head confrontation. Or lan 
Taylor is the Scientific Political Adviser for Greenpeace, and Clive Rainbird is Biotechnology 
Communications Manager for manufacturers AgrEvo. 
Do we need genetically-modified food? 
Greenpeace: No - and in addition to not needing it , poll after poll shows that the public does not want it. 
There are two arguments put forward saying we do need it - one is that we need GM food to feed the 
people of the world - the other is that it is the way forward for British and European agriculture. 
The fact is that there is sufficient food in the world to feed everyone. It is poverty and inequality which 
leads to people not getting enough. 
The production of GM food is mot ivated by profit. As far as agriculture in the UK and Europe goes, all the 
supposed benefits of GM foods are completely speculative, yet we know that it is scientifically, quantifiably 
proven that organ iC agriculture is healthier. 
AgrEvo: Yes. To maintain a thriving countryside, natural biodiversity must be increased while allowing 
farmers to produce our food and remain in business to prevent a collapse of country life. 
One way of achieving this without paying higher prices required for organic production is, along with 
traditional plant breeding, the adoption of GM technology. 
The key benefits from this new technology are food security - there is a need to double food supply by 
2025 due to population increases, changes in diets and natural disasters brought about by climate 
change. Less arable land will be available and there will be a need to destroy more primary habitat unless 
technology meets the challenge. 
And environmentally , we can make agriculture more sustainable by lowering pesticide use and by 
increasing efficiency through producing higher yields. We need to produce more food on less land and do 
so in a more sustainable manner 
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What are the effects on human health of eating it? 
Greenpeace: There is an enormous depth of scientific ignorance and uncertainty about what the 
Immediate or long-term effects of placing GM foods into the food chain. 
Time after time, the expert community has been proved to be wrong, and the public is fairly sceptical of its 
opinion. 
Specific health concerns associated with GM foods have included the development of soya using a gene 
from Brazil nuts. The soya produced the allergic nut reaction. This was removed because developers 
knew to look for the allergy. But what about factors that are not even known, and not looked for? 
Another aspect is antibiotic resistance. Some maizes were developed to contain antibacterial properties. If 
those were to be transferred to bacteria, they could become resistant to antibacterial drugs. 
AgrEvo: No GM products. are allowed into the food chain if there is any likelihood of harm to human 
health. All such products are, and have been, subjected to stringent regulation at both UK and pan-
European levels. This mean that we can have even greater confidence in the safety of GM than non-GM 
food (non-GM foods are not subject to the same level of scrutiny). 
Safety assessments of GM foods are quite different from those that were applied in the case of BSE, 
which has reduced the public's confidence in the regulatory process. With BSE, the assumption was that 
the public would not be exposed to the hazard. 
With GM foods , it is assumed that the public win ultimately consume it and it is the consequences af 
exposure to them that are assessed so that these crops are only licensed if they are shown to be safe. 
Is not the whole exercise just a money-making ploy, designed to make farmers reliant on particular 
providers of seed and pesticides? 
Greenpeace: There is a scientific fascination in the analysis of this technology - it offers fascinating 
experimental potential. But, this is being promoted by organisations that exist to generate money - not to 
feed the earth. 
Their development of things like terminator technology, where seeds produce plants which do not 
themselves produce seeds, is purely in the interests of financial gain. 
They are trying to get a monopoly on food. I do not think that this is a healthy trajectory for agriculture in 
the UK, jet alone the rest of the world . 
AgrEvo: This technology has the potential to improve the efficiency of agriculture and to allow sustainable 
food production into the 21 st Century. 
Development of this technology requires major investment and the companies who decide to become 
Involved will need to get a return on their investment. 
Its goal , to improve currently available food , is the same as that of the traditional, long-established 
techniques of crop breeding. 
The major difference is the ability to overcome the inefficiencies of traditional cross breeding and 
selection. We now have the ability to move precise genetic characteristics from one species to another. 
This wi11 improve the quality of food produced and reduce the amount of chemicals used to protect these 
crops from weeds, pests and diseases. In practice, farmers will be no more reliant than they currently are 
on companies developing and selling new varieties 
Farmers will continue to have the choice to purchase non-GM varieties from a wide range of suppliers. 
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READING 3 - Allergic reactions and other possible health risks (htp:llwww.thecampaign.org/) 
1. Very few studies have been conducted to determine whether genetically engineered foods are 
harmful t o human health. 
Genetic engineering is a young, and in many ways poorly understood, technology. Many scientists believe 
that genetically engineered foods have been rushed much too quickly to market--to boost multinationals' 
profit margins-before adequate testing has been completed to ensure public health. 
According to the Washington Post, the "dearth of studies is the legacy of a U.S. policy that considers 
gene-altered plants and food to be fundamentally the same as conventional ones, a policy some 
Americans are starting to question .... 
"And it is the legacy of broken promises by the Food and Drug Administration and the Environmental 
Protection Agency, both of which have said for the past five years that they intend to write rules to 
minimize the chances that gene-altered food will cause allergies or damage the environment." 
2. Genetic engineering may trigger allergies in people. 
Genetic engineering may involve the transfer of new and unidentified proteins from one food into another, 
with the potential of setting off allergic reactions. And allergies aren't simply a matter of slight discomfort; 
they can potentially result in life-threatening anaphylactic shock. 
Without labelling, people with allergies won't know if they are eating foods that contain genes from other 
foods to which they are allergic. 
In 1996. scientists were stunned to discover that soybeans engineered to include protein-rich genes from 
the Brazil nut also contained the allergenic properties of the Brazil nut. Animal studies had not revealed 
the allergenic nature of the mutated soybean. The manufacturer halted the release of the soybean just in 
time. 
But with dozens of new genetically engineered crops under consideration. SCientists believe much more 
extensive testing is required to ensure that those who suffer from allergies won't be affected by these 
foods. 
Scientists also have discovered that Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) , a bacterium that has been spliced into 
mi llions of acres of corn, potatoes and cotton, may produce allergies in people. 
Science News reported in July 1999 that a study of Ohio crop pickers and handlers shows that Bt "can 
provoke immunological changes indicative of a developing allergy. With long-term exposure, affected 
Individuals may develop asthma or other serious allergic reactions." 
3. Genetic engineering may create new toxins hannful to human health. 
Scientists say genetic engineering may produce new toxins, with potentially devastating results f or 
humans. In at least one case, disaster has already happened. 
In 1989, a genetically engineered version of tryptophan, a dietary supplement, produced toxic 
contaminants. Before it was recalled by the Food and Drug Administration, the mutated tryptophan 
wreaked havoc. Thirty-seven Americans died. 1,500 were permanently disabled, and 5,000 became ill 
with a blood disorder, eosinophil a myalgia syndrome. 
4. Genetic engineering may lead to antibiotic resistance. 
Genetic engineers use antibiotic "markers" in almost every genetically modified organism to indicate that 
the organism has been successfully engineered. SCientists believe these antibiotic markers may 
contribute to the decreasing effectiveness of antibiotics against diseases. 
5. Genetic engineering may be linked with a resurgence of infectious diseases. 
The journal Microbial Ecology in Health and Disease reported In 1998 that commerCial gene technology 
may be behind a recent resurgence of drug- and antibiotic-resistant infectious diseases. We'll le t Dr. Mae-
Wan Ho, author of the report (and author of Genetic Engineering: Dream or Nightmare?), take over 
from here. She says: 
"At the heart of the issue is horizontal gene transfer - the transfer of genes by vectors such as vi ruses and 
other infectious agents - which is exploited by genetic engineers to make transgenic organisms. While 
natural vectors respect species barriers. the barrage of artificial vectors made by genetic engineers are 
designed to cross species barriers, thus greatly enhancing the potential for creating new viral and 
bacterial pathogens, and spreading drug and antibiotic resistance. Totally unrelated pathogens are 
showing up with identical virulence and antibiotic resistance genes. 
"Recent statistics are frightening. Infectious diseases were responsible for one-third of the 52 million 
deaths from all causes in.1995. Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis is now estimated to affect 10 million each 
year with 3 million deaths. 
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READING 4 - Monsanta: who we are (htp 'IIWW\1J monsanto) 
Monsanto Company is a technology-based corporation involved in businesses that improve the qual ity of 
life. Founded in 1901 , Monsanto is the world's foremost developer, producer and marketer of crop 
protection technologies and products. We currently do business in more than 130 countries. 
Mansanta has come a long way In a century. That's probably because we have always believed that we 
are a company that offers more than just products and services. We offer a new way of thinking about 
agriculture. In the last 100 years , Monsanto Company has grown into a global company with a responsible 
position: To help feed the world . 
Biotechnology : promise for a brighter future 
By the year 2020, the global population is expected to increase by more than 40 percent, possibly 
surpassing the 8 billion mark. Feeding these additional bil lions, with a limited supply of suitable farmland , 
poses a dilemma of Immense proportions. One answer may lie in agricultural biotechnology, which makes 
agricultural production more efficient. 
As a world leader in plant and animal biotechnology research , Monsanto is finding new ways to protect 
crops, enhance yields and even improve the processing properties or flavor of foods. 
The benefits of agricultural biotechnology are of particular importance to people living in developing 
nations. There, genetically improved seeds and other products will improve crop yields and quality and 
make farming possible in areas previously unsuitable for food production. 
Among the current genetically improved, value-added products are: 
• Insect-protected cotton with the Bollgard gene protects itself against cotton bollworms, pink bollworms 
and tobacco budworms. As a result, cotton growers can use significantly less chemical insecticides 
over their fields. 
• NewLeaf insect-protected potatoes offer protection agaInst the Colorado potato beetle, the most 
damaging insect pest in potato crops. 
• YieldGard insect-protected corn protects itself against the European corn borer and related insect 
pests such as the Southwestern corn borer. 
• Soybeans, cotton, corn, and canola with the Roundup Ready gene are genetically improved to tolerat 
Roundup herbicide. These technologies make it possible for growers to use Roundup in place of other 
herbicides that may be less effective or less desirable. Roundup herbicide can reduce the number of 
weed treatments and can also help reduce tillage to conserve soil moisture and reduce erosion of 
valuable topsoil . 
• Posilac bovine somatotropin helps dairy cows produce milk more efficiently, without any loss in quality 
or natural wholesomeness. 
READING 5 - Pesticidal potatoes (htp:llwww.thecampaign,org/) 
For years , many chemical companies made a lot of money by sellinc pesticides to spray on crops These 
days, the game IS changing: Genetic engineers have created potatoes that actually can produce their 
own pesticides. The New Leaf Superior, marketed by the Monsanto corporation since 1995, is engineered 
to produce the insecticide Bt, or Bacillus thuringiensis, in each one of its cells. Bt kills the Colorado potalo 
beetle, one of the biggest threats to healthy potatoes. Unfortunately, the pesticidal potatoes are not 
labeled , so unless you consume only organic potatoes, there's no way to be sure that you're not eating the 
pesticidal variety. And some scientists say that the long-term effects of eating these potatoes is unknown. 
In 1998, the New York Times reported that regulation of the pesticidal potato has fallen through the 
cracks of the U.S. government. The Food and Drug Administration told the Times it does not regulate the 
potato because it does not have the authority to regulate pesticides; that responsibility, said the FDA, lies 
with the Environmental Protection Agency. But the EPA said labeting pesticidal potatoes is FOA's job, 
because potatoes are a food. The FDA responded that the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act forbids the food 
agency from including information about pesticides on foods. And so it goes. 
Meanwhile, Phi I Angell , MonsanlO'S director of corporate communications, told the TImes that "Monsanto 
should not have to vouchsafe the safety of biotech food. Our interest is selling as much of it as possible. 
Assuring its safety is the FDA's job." 
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READING 6 • HOW GE IS AFFECTING SOUTH AFRICANS: 
80% of processed foods in South Africa now contain the sorts of ingredients that may have been 
genetically engineered (GE) - but aren't safety tested or labelled. World scientists are calling for an 
Immediate withdrawal of an genetically engineered (GEl foods , farming and patenting. (See 
www.psrast.org/defknfood.htm) 
Since 1988, the South African Oep! of Agriculture has allowed our dairy cows to be injected with rBst, a 
genetically engineered milk-increasing hormone banned in several countries around the world for its 
human and animal health risks . Alarmingly milk from these cows is not labelled as such in South Africa. 
Despite environmental problems overseas with GE crops, South Africa currently grows tens of thousands 
of hectares of commercial GE crops and field trials with no law able to stop them cross-pollinating with 
indigenous or agricultural plants. Results are unpredictable and irreversible. And the companies 
developing and marketing the technology have no legal responsibility to pay for any damage caused. In 
fact , our GMO (Genetically Modified Organisms) Act ignores the 'polluter pays' principle set out in the 
National Environmental Management Act - and instead makes everyone from the farmer 10 Ihe consumer 
liable for any damages caused. Neither do we have segregation or labelling of imported or exported GE 
food ingredients or animal feed .... 
SAFeAGE (South African Freeze Alliance on Genetic Engineering) considers five years the minimum time 
needed to carry out appropriately stringent safety tests on GE foods and thorough research into the 
health, safety & environmental impact of growing them. It is also the minimum time needed to set up 
genuinely open transparent processes for citizens to be involved in decision-making on foods we are all 
eating . Genetic engineering and patenting of living things raises complex social and ethical issues we 
need time to discuss and fully consider as unlike chemical spills or faulty electrical appliances, genetic 
mistakes cannot be cleaned up or recalled but multiply, migrate and mutate to be passed on to future 
generations. 
At the end of the Five Year Freeze we will be in a better position to decide whether or not to proceed with 
using this new technology in our food, farming and healthcare - and if we do, what sort of safeguards 
need to be put in place. 
SAFeAGE is a coalition of individuals and groups in agreement with the sensible precautionary approaCh 
outlined above - and welcomes letters supporting these aims from individuals and groups . These letters 
are being compiled for presentation with our call to government. For details, and/or a copy of the Freeze 
Manifesto, call SAFeAGE co-ordInator Karen Kallmann, on 021 761 0549 email safeage@mweb.co.za 
or fax (021) 762 2238 
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APPENDIX 8 
Evaluation sheet (second itcntion) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS 1 - 2001 
EVALUATION OF THE SELF-ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE 
1. What did you like best about the self-assessment exercise? 
2. What did you like least about the self-assessment exercise? 
3. Were there any criteria panicularly difficult to rate yourself on? If "yes", please state which. 
4. Did the marking criteria cover all aspects of the essay? If "no", please list criteria you feel 
should have been included. 
Please answer all questions by ticking the appropriate category: agree, neutral or disagree 
Agree neutral disagree 
I. I expected the kinds of questions asked in the test 
2. The questions were too difficult for a first year course 
3. The individual criteria helped me mark the essay question 
4. The model answer helped me mark the essay question 
I found the self-assessment exercise: x x x 
5. easy 
6. enjoyable 
7. time consuming 
Having done the self-assessment exercise, I feel: x x x 
8. I learned some subject content 
9. I learned about essay writing 
10. I will write in a more structured way in future 
11. more confident about writing essays 
12. more confident about working independently in general 
13 . more motivated about my work 
14. I will be more critical in my learning 
14. I will learn differently for my next test 
15. We should do more marking ourselves .. . . 
16. Ifwe do mOTe marking ourselves, the marks should count 
Please turn over 
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Any comments you wish to make? 
Biographical data (This information is for research purposes) 
Gender: Male Female 
Home language : .... 
Age : ..................... .. 
It would help me in my research if you provided your student number. All information will be kept 
completely anonymous. However, if you not wish to provide your student number, it is also fine . 
Student number: 
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APPEN DIX 9: 
Evaluation responses to question on what students liked hest :lbout the self-assessment process 
(second ite ration) 
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EV.llu3tio.n responses to question on what students liked hest about the self-assessment 
process, 
Learning from mistakes or the process (i n .1 gcnenl l way) 
I've seen m )' own mistakes 
Nov. I know what is expected of me and what to improve on 
One is able to see and eva luate her own mistakes 
Find out where J went wrong so I can improve 
I found Ollt my weak points and how 10 rectify them 
Ability 10 compare with "real answer" - see how others think 
Could see where we went wrong 
11 enlightened you about the errors you make 
Could see whCll answer should have been like and compare with actual answer g iven 
11 g ives you an awareness when writing an essay 011 what is required 
Gave me a view about what is actua lly look for when marking an essay 
I learnt what a good essay should consist of 
Made me be objective about my work 
I mpl'ovcd CSSllY \VI'iting ski lls 
Ilelrs to improve our wr iting skill s for future tests 
It helps me 10 understand hO\v essay is marked and in future how J can write 
((ave me a chance to see first hand how questions are marked. I'll be able 10 answer essay's 
much more effectively 
Rccogn ition of difficulty of process of assessment 
I learned how difficult it is 10 mark your own test and someone else's test 
It gave me an idea ofwhal it is like to mark Ill )' test 
Use of niterill 
Looking at the criteria markers use, so I can remember them for next time when I write an essay 
Using criteria 10 mark the essay 
Being cl'itica l 
helped me be Illore critical of myse lf. wh ich I normall y found difficult to be able to do 
Marking other people "s work is a good thing because it is good to be crit ical 
OlhCl' 
It was like bein g a lecturer marking a students essay 
Interesting. informative 
I laughed at my wr iting 
I got to think more of managing lime allocation in each answer 
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APPENDIX 10: 
Ev'l)uation responses to question on wh.H students liked tellsl about the self-assessment 
process (second itcr:dion) 
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Ev:.lualion responses 10 queslion on whal studenls liked least about the self-assessment 
)l ' -OCl'SS_ 
Dislike 0'- difficulty of being critical of own work 
forct::d me to be cr itical of myself 
it is hard to judge your own work 
hard to be objective of myse lf. which is not easy 
marking and cr iti s ing my own work - I have se lf esteem problems 
commenti ng on my marks - beca use I understand why 1 wrote what I wrote_ so I think it is all 
rele\ allt and logical ~ 
Judging. what is re levant and not re levant information because you like to think much of what 
~Oll sa~ IS rt: lcv<nlt 
It s nOI fUll having to be crit ica l about yourself and the mistakes you m ade 
iVIarkino Ill\ own work 
~ -
Cou ldn-t be c riti cal of my own work. I either s lash m yself or boast 
YOtl had to be too critical 
Ilard to juch.!c relcvant irrelevant info 
It kit like all the rclevant information "as g iven but then at the same tilllC it did not coincide 
\\ ith the model 
Alloc;tl ioll of Ilwrl"s 
It i .... 1101 eas~ to giver the mark because the other markers might find them meaningless 
J 1<1\ ing 10 gi \ (.' Ill~ sel f mal ks 
You h:l\e to asses::. \\ith care and it is Illuch difficult to mar!'" for yourself because YOlll11ight be 
tl:lllptl...·c! 1(\ J:! i\~ yourselflllo re marks Ihan what YO ll have to get 
11:1\ ing 10 a:)~igl1 a Illork. as I felt I did well. but am embarrassed to say so 
Bi : l ~ l' l'I:Jtcd to marking own work 
lllar!...ilH.! Ill\ 0\\11 essav (bias) _. -
Iking tlnbi;l.s~d 
Timc and l'lTurt 
I inll...· I...·ollsumi ng (Illan~) 
It \\ as l~diou:::. 
:\ lot of reading 
Long. much thought involved 
11 is hrain \\n.:cking 
Boring ;1Il t! 1l101l010nOLlS 
Ot hl'!" 
11 ~OI1lCIlI1lt:!-. remind you wi th your bad work 
Being \Hong when YOll thought you were right 
Nothing vcry relevant 
It \\'('IS Cl little boring to go over your OWI1 work and point out your own mi stakes 
I did not like to see w here I went wrong_ makes me feel bad 
Tht: stupid questions like "did YOll enjoy it?" 
It lOok a lot to keep track of a ll the info needed/ga ined from the model answer 
I dOll" like anythi ng abollt it 
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APPENDIX 11: 
Open-ended comments pr"ovided by students in cvalu:ltion of the self-assessment exercise (first 
itcnnion) 
13...J 
Open-ended comments provided by students in evaluation of the self-assessment exercise -
fir"SI iteration 
Positivl' comments 
1. The cr iter ia wh ich we marked by. for example "Ooes each paragraph have a single main idea?" 
showed me what 1 shou ld include. exclude 01' what the structure of the essay should look like . , 
3. 
I apprec iated the 0PP0l111n ity to go back and reflect on what I st ill need to learn. both in style 
and content of my wr it ing. 
1 learned more aboul essay wr it ing by marking my own essay. Reading another person's essa~ 
also helped because together with the model answer I could see what was left out - and better 
p lanning at the beginning oflhe essay wou ld have helped. Reading the quest io n. answering and 
keeping to the re levant answers is what should be done in writing the essay. A lso learned that 
properly labelled d iagrams would have helped. 
-I. Marking my own work makes me learn for the test all over aga in . If you get a marked test back 
YOll only worry about the mark you get and do not look at the work YOll learned fo r the test 
again. Marki ng tests yourse lf is very good revision. 
=:.. The assessment procedure has made me more aware about the crite ri a of marking. 
6. I found out that the structure is just as impoJ1ant as content. I now know where ! lose my 
marks. 
7. This has been a ver~ "strange" yet enlightening exercise. to know the hardships the exam iners 
go through w hen marking scripts 
S. This was a very useful exercise. as it gave me insight into o ur own weaknesses and problems 
with our slUdy mater ial. It was difficult however to be objecti ve about my own test but now 1 
apprecia te how difficult it rea lly is to marks tests and Inow know what to look out for in the 
future. 
9. With the criteria I will be ab le to scrutinise m y work better. 
! O. The way we marked the essay with the model answer was good. It gives a c lear picture of hO\\ 
we have to structure our essay and to answer the short questions. 
1 I. It was a good exercise. 
1~. It s enabled me to see what is being looked for in my wr iting whell I answer test and exam 
questi ons. 
13. Now tha t I have completed this exerc ise. I wi ll "most definite ly" leam differently for my next 
tes t i.e. to structure and order my work/essay better in o rder to be more effective. I think that 
this exercise wi ll help many learners and make them realise where they went wrong - especiall) 
\\hen they see their marks! 
I-L This was a good exerc ise as it made us realise our own mistakes. and helped us to see how Ollt' 
I.:ssays w ill be marked. and how our info rmat ion should be set Ollt to become more eas ily 
markable. 
I:'. An ex tremely good exerc ise for students int erested in their course. If a student knows 
something abollt mark ing. it wi ll make life so m llch eas ier while wr iting essays. Though. a ll the 
material should still be learnt. 
16. I fe lt that it was a va luable exercise in se lf-analys is. The things I leaned w ill make me write 
essays from a more critica l standpoint - and thus write better essays. more relevant and to the 
point. 
17. Mode l answers are a good guide for marking. 
18. I rea li se how difficult it is to mark essays and tests. I think that now I'm going to learn harder. 
ll1<1ke more sense. structure everything properly so that the person marking does not need to 
bang hisfher head against the wa ll (after mark in g my test) wishing it was mine (head). 
19. 1 think thi s exercise was good fo r liS - helped liS to see were exactly we went wrong and how 
coherent we actually were during our essay wr it ing. Learn frol11 your mi stakes would apply 
here! 
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20. Marking my own work helped me realise the kind of level that I should be writing an essa~. 
~ I. I enjoyed the test and felt the answers that could have been given were pretty obvious if one 
knew the content studied throughout the course one could of at least managed to pass the test. 
" In teresting idea. definitely helped in where J went wrong and how I can improve. 
23. No major comments except to mention that own test marking with model answers provided is 
helpful. It helps you to leam from your mistakes. 
14. A learning experience to mark my own work because now I know where my weaknesses are 
and also the mistakes. Now when I write essays I would be able to approach them with 
confidence. 
~5. Thi s is very lIseful because you see what mistakes you made and wrote and you have to adjust il 
for yourself. 
26. The se lf assessment helps see exactly what is expected from the question and the way in which 
it needs to be written. 
27. Having a list of criteria makes you conscious whether or not you are meeting them in your piece 
of wri ting. It allows for a more structured approach to the essay. 
:::8. The test made us foclIs on the main idea instead of irre levant information. We will now 
concentrate on examples and diagrams in our answers. We should do thi s more often. 
29. I find it difficult to evaluate myself. This exerc ise helped me break the ice. And perhaps I will 
be more confident in my next intervi ew. 
30 . This exercise does help as one now knows what to expect from markers. how to mark bener and 
as a result how to write better essays or paragraphs. 
31 . I feel this is an effective and useful exercise as it allows us to understand how our tests are 
ac tually marked. It also gives us a better idea of how to write an essay and what information 
ca ll be included or excluded. 
3~. All round J feel marking our own essays is helpful to our understanding of the course. It shows 
us ",\'hat the marker looks for in an essay and what should be incl uded for easier reading for the 
marker. 
33. I believe this exercise is impOl1ant and useful and shou ld be done in most first year courses. 
3-t. Thi s system helps one to find one's shortcomings and improve 011 them. 
35. Marking of one's own test helps one to understand essay writing better and it also shows onc 
where he or she went wrong in the essay. 
Nt'ut rai (or positive and negative issues nlised) 
36. For the next test I have learned to begin answering lhe most heavil y weighted answer. I spent 
way too much time on the first and then it became obviolls I had minutes to work 011 the second. 
That was one of my major problems for this test. 
37. I like ana lysi ng my own work. I will know that in the future , I must think abollt who is reading 
my essay. It's unfortunate thi s wasn ' t made clear to me before the test. I also thought there 
were some weaknesses with last year"s model answers. 
38. The idea of mark in g ones own test is a good idea. but perhaps it should be part of a tut. 1101 part 
of a lest. I th ink its unfair in terms of marks. considering it cOllnts for 20% of alii" test mark. 
39. I simply feel that there is no sllch thing as an exact model answer and every point written by the 
student should be considered and analysed in respect of its relevance, according to the context in 
which it was wr itten. Overall , I feel that personal eva luation and assessment is beneficial 10 a 
persons growth. 
40. It was different! 
41. I agree that this kind of marking own test is a way to learn some few things morc. But, I think il 
takes too much study time away. I' m picturing doing this for alll1lY courses! There is no way 
of managing thi s.' 
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4'1. I personally think that marking our own essays aren ' t a good idea (if they count) because 
somet imes a person could be more objective or too casua l with the ir work. At the same time is 
is also a good exerc ise as it makes us aware of what the examiners looked for. 
43. I am not sure that marking our own papers are such a good idea. But this probably was a ver~ 
useful exercise. 
Negative comments 
...t4. I have not learned anything from the exercise. unless I use the model answer as what you want 
for the next exam. I have done assessment procedures like this before . 
...t5. When you have to mark your own work there is always a feeling of unsure ne ss over whether 
you a re being strict or too len ient and whether you are looking for the right thing or nol. 
46. The test questions are not explicitly c lear as to what they want. Maybe the important words 
DISCUSS and DESCRlBE could be highlighted. 
47. Hard to mark own work ~ tr ied to be harder and less lenient. At times the model answer was 
difficult to refer to. 
48. It is hard to allocate time to the essay wri ting especially when there is limited time 10 write the 
essav. 
-t9. More time to wr ite our essay. Please, no more tests in the first period!!! 
50. I don·. like marking because it is very hard to know exactly what a person deserves and it 's 
difficult to be criti cal of your own work. 
51. As the marking of the essay will improve our essny wr iting skills as we now know what is 
required. I don'· feel that it should be given a mark as it bears absolute ly no re levance to the 
course for which we have signed up. If we were doing a course in teaching perhaps then yes by 
allllleans take in the marks. This is a course in Environmental Geography and the exerc ise 
should not be done for marks. 
5:2. The type of question caught me by complete surprise because I felt that the question was quite 
vague for such high marks. 
53. Objective marking may be helpful to some people but I don't feel that essays should be written 
in slIch a formulaic method. 
54. In flll ure it wou ld help for essays to be written on lined paper. 
55. With mark ing your own test. one is sometimes unable to see when they are wrong. as they try to 
find a way to reason and wrong (if there is any). 
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APPENDIX 12: 
Open-ended comments provided by students in eV~lluation of the sclf-:'lsscssment exercise 
(second iteration) 
(V = female, M = male, E = english-speaking, 
N = cnglish second langmlgc) 
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Open-ended comments provided by students in "valuation of the self-assessment exercise-
second itenltion. (F = fe l11~llc. M = male. E = E nglish-speaking, N = E nglish second hlnguage) 
Positive comments 
I. Ver~ happy w ith the self assessment exercise - it helped me cos I'm nOI tota lly confident with 
ess<l~ writing (M. E) 
, 
-' . 
ThL' sc:lf-assessment is helpful in that it helped me view the materia l in a different light (F. E) 
rhl: st'lf-assessment was good because it helped l11e look al my work d ifferentl). the views I had 
before and after changed. I saw things differently from before this exercise. wh ich has no" 
changed (F. E) 
-L This model (self assessment) is quite a very good thing because in future, students w ill not 
complai n about they essay marks. They wi ll know that the marks they got is the marks they 
deserve. Students will also know what is needed from the introduction ofl he essay. body and 
conclusion. Thereafter he/she can write a ve ry good essay (M. N) 
... rhc !.c lf<lsscssmcnt is good in a sense that you insight into your potent ia l (M. E) 
6 . rhL' e"ercise helped me especia ll y rea lise how impoltant it is to p lan an essay well and how 
important proper time alloca tion is in a test. This does make a difference in the end especiall) 
\\hen onc realises that 100 much emphasis and time consllmed in planning for Cl longer essay 
despite the higher marks involved. in the end impact nega ti vely on the other question and 
meralltest (F. N) 
Ci~lh:ndJ~ \er~ inlo rlll ative and helpful (M. E) 
:-; Dillkult lo ~t:lfasscss but \\orthwhi le in the end . Made me rea li se the er rors in my \Hiting. 
ShO\\ cd me \\ hat is expected of me from the exam iner (F. E) 
9 . Int~I\.·sting and informati ve. More respect for markers as it is quite a difficult task to try and be 
j~ir. ~sp~ciall~ when marking my own essay (F. E) 
10. Interesti ng. concept (F. E) 
11. I ha\~ karnt a lot from this exercise and 1"111 sure that there'll be a great improvement in m)' 
nC'\1 tcst since J now kno" what markers look for when a llocating mark s for essays (F. N) 
I:::. I think this was Cl valid exercise and wort h continuing in the futu re. It is benefi cial 10 all if 
don .. : propcrl~ (M. E) 
1~. Thi!. e\crcis(' should be included in pracs next yea r as it reall y helps 10 gain a different 
perspective 011 topics for essays. 1 have found that there is much more 10 an essay that having 
the right <llls\\er or wrong answer. It is all abou t using examples ,lIld hav ing a logical 
e\planalioll for ~our point of vie" . Thanks for the exercise! (F. E) 
l·L \ ' ~r~ good e"ercise. can learn a lot (M. E) 
I:'. It i:- ~n.io~ able to mark yourself because the ans\vers provided guide YOll to compa re your 
<llls\\crs and see \ 'our mistakes ( F. N) 
Nt'utr:IJ I.'UllIlIlcnts 
16. I feel I did learn from the experience but I am not sure i f I would like to do it aga in (F. E) 
17. Ultimately I have mixed emotions about the assessment. on one hand I was p leased to see the 
correct aspects of m)' '.>"ork and on the other hand I feel di sappointed that during the test I wrote 
th ings tha t made sense at the time. but now seem inappropriate. I feel that I have learnt 
something importan t tod(:IY that w ill help l11e in essay writing (F. E) 
I S. Not all I: ssa:'s are go ing to be speeches. Some are going to be repOlts. T herefore there should 
be some emphasis on different styles of essays as well as content material. A ll in all , I think the 
se lf-assessment is a brilliant idea (M. E) 
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19. Marking is influenced by the persons current emotional state (tiredness vs alertness). This can 
lead to marks being sc ued (sic) intentionall y (M. E) 
Nega tive comments 
~O. It is hard to mark your own work because the time you mark you are wasting time because ~ ou 
arc just guessing how much can YO ll give yourself. I think to mark your work as a student is a 
waste of time. Some student give them higher marks, but the lecturer give them lower marks (F. 
N) 
21. Question I was no clear. What was expected was not clear to the students. (F, N) 
2~. To mark your own test is difficult. The lecturers should understand in an exam that we do not 
have mllch time to make the essay fancy. some of the ideas you remember them late then try to 
make them fi t in. it then destroy the essay. It is better to be strict on other essays not exam 
essay. (F. N) 
23. I would like to ask for lined paper in the exam. It leads to a more organised essay (M. E) 
:2 .. L Maybe a little more time should have been allocated for the essay writing (say 10 minutes) after 
all are we not being tested on content and not speed of writing? (It does take time to plan an 
essay) (M. E) 
:25. Marking is a difficult topic to discuss about and it must be done by an individual who is very 
competent and understands the work or topic the essay question is about like a professor in the 
re levant subject. (M. E) 
~6. Paragraph question could have been more clea rly asked . Just for safety' s sa ke it cou ld have 
stated that a paragraph was expected (F. E) 
"27. Should have given us more time for the test. an in future allocate more time for long tests (M. E) 
~S. It is hard to comment or to give suggestion about your own writing (M. E) 
:29. Self-assess ment is sometimes making me to be afraid because if! wrote the work that know it is 
not well writLen I don ' t want to see it again. until it is marked (F, N) 
30. Such an exercise should not be for marks because it is still difficult at our standard to write 
effectively and with technique . We should be given time to practice such techniques. and even 
provide classes if possible (F. N) 
31 . Looking at own tes t was the most helping way to see how difficult it is to give a student mark s 
wh ich are low. But it is ve ry disappointing to write an essay which is time consuming and at 
the end you ge t very low marks not even 25% but round about 12%. Sometimes you feel like 
dropping the course . I will be very happy if I could get the amount of marks approximatel y 
nearer to these I have written on my script i.e 56%. Please!! (F. N) (Note: the student go t 
.. U%) 
3"2. It ",ould be more acceptable if the marks we gave ourselves will be conside red. Because wc 
were honest and gave our insight. I wi ll be very disappointed la get less mark. There is not 
enough time in a test to structure an essay (F. N) (Note. student gave themselves 65% and they 
got 53%) 
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